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Introduction 

During December 2022 and January 2023, Faktograf conducted the research “Harassment 

of Fact-checking Media in Europe” in collaboration with Tijana Cvjetićanin from the 

organisation “Zašto ne?” 41 fact-checking media outlets from 28 European countries 

participated in the research. The research results showed that 9 out of 10 surveyed fact-

checking organisations were exposed to smear campaigns, and online harassment and 

attacks by politicians and other public figures. Almost all European fact-checking 

organisations suffered attacks and smear campaigns by political actors and public figures 

aimed at questioning their credibility and were often accused of censorship and 

infringement of freedom of speech. Initiatives, petitions, or legislative initiatives which 

would limit the work of fact-checking organisations were recorded in four countries, among 

which includes Croatia. Most of those attacks take place online, and mostly occur on social 

networks, while the second most common channels of attacks are online media and 

websites. More than half of the surveyed organisations experienced attacks more than once, 

and a worryingly high number, 7 out of 10 respondents who experienced online attacks, 

were exposed to long-term campaigns and/or coordinated harassment - for example, 

stalking, smear campaigns, hate speech, "doxing” and gender-based violence. The 

frequency of the attacks on fact-checking organisations increased during the COVID-19 

pandemic, and more than half of the survey respondents noticed that attacks increased after 

joining Meta's Third-Party Fact-Checking Program. At the same time, these organisations 

usually do not report these attacks to the police due to a lack of confidence that their claims 

will be investigated. 

 

Looking beneath the research statistics, in this case study, we are presenting how the 

harassment campaigns and attacks on fact-checkers look like in real life based on the 

example of Faktograf. 
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The political and social context of the COVID-19 pandemic in Croatia 

On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization declared a pandemic of the COVID-19 

disease. In that period, the Republic of Croatia (in which the majority in the parliament and 

government has the Croatian Democratic Union1 led by Andrej Plenković) chaired the 

Council of the European Union for the first time since becoming a member of the European 

Union and thus led the first meetings at the level of the European Union related to the 

emergence of the coronavirus. On 20 February 2020, the Government of the Republic of 

Croatia passed a decision on the members of the Civil Protection Headquarters of the 

Republic of Croatia to harmonise the actions of all actors in the civil protection system 

regarding the COVID-19 pandemic in the Republic of Croatia, and which, in the coming 

period, would make the majority of operational decisions related to the prevention of the 

spread of the coronavirus. The legitimacy and legality of that Headquarters was going to be 

one of the fundamental points of political controversy that would continue until the abolition 

of almost all epidemiological measures in the spring of 20222. 

 

The first case of infection with the new coronavirus in Croatia was detected on 25 February 

2020, and on 11 March 2020, the Minister of Health passed the Decision on declaring an 

epidemic of the COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus on the territory of the 

entire Republic of Croatia, and during March, some of the most important decisions 

regarding the pandemic management in Croatia are made. Until mid-May 2020, Croatia is 

in its most significant period of lockdown. Another significant moment is a Decision on the 

establishment of the Scientific Council for the suppression of the epidemic of the COVID-

19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus that Andrej Plenković, the Prime Minister of 

the Republic of Croatia, issued on 25 March 2020, and whose members would later be at 

the centre of numerous public controversies related to the pandemic management. 

 

In that first period, research on the measures of the Civil Protection Headquarters of the 

Republic of Croatia shows that almost 80 percent of the respondents consider the measures 

to be well-selected, and that 62 percent of the respondents mostly or completely believe 

that the measures achieved the proper balance between health protection and reduction of 

economic damage. 

 

The measure that would have the first significant opposition was adopted in October 2020, 

and it prescribes mandatory face masks to be used in all closed spaces. This measure 

expands on the previous one in July of the same year, which made the obligation to wear 

masks only partially in specific situations. Ahead of that, in September 2020, the first mass 

 
1According to political ideology, it is a centre-right party, a member of the European People's Party. 
2For example, already in the relatively early phase of the pandemic and the accompanying lockdown, questions 

about the legitimacy and legality of the measures adopted by the Civil Protection Headquarters arose. On 30 

March 2020, Constitutional judge Andrej Abramović published the article “Constitutionalism in the Age of the 

Virus,” on the IUS-INFO page, in which he claims that the state is using the coronavirus crisis for unconstitutional 

actions. In a statement, the Constitutional Court dissociated itself from Judge Abramović's article, asserting that 

it is about his private views. In the coming period, the Constitutional Court would repeatedly evaluate the 

conformity of the decisions of the National Headquarters with the Constitution and the law. 

https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/hr/policies/coronavirus/timeline/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/hr/policies/coronavirus/timeline/
https://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2020_02_20_492.html
https://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2020_02_20_492.html
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/odluke-stozera-civilne-zastite-rh-za-sprecavanje-sirenja-zaraze-koronavirusom/2304
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/odluke-stozera-civilne-zastite-rh-za-sprecavanje-sirenja-zaraze-koronavirusom/2304
https://zdravstvo.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/2020%20CORONAVIRUS/ODLUKA%20O%20PROGLAŠENJU%20EPIDEMIJE%20BOLESTI%20COVID-19.pdf
https://zdravstvo.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/2020%20CORONAVIRUS/ODLUKA%20O%20PROGLAŠENJU%20EPIDEMIJE%20BOLESTI%20COVID-19.pdf
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/tko-zapravo-donosi-mjere-i-kreira-nase-zivote-plenkovic-je-okupio-znanstvenike-oni-tvrde-da-su-nezavisni-ali-glavnu-rijec-vodi-netko-drugi-d7176ff6-b1c5-11eb-8d3e-0242ac130043
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/tko-zapravo-donosi-mjere-i-kreira-nase-zivote-plenkovic-je-okupio-znanstvenike-oni-tvrde-da-su-nezavisni-ali-glavnu-rijec-vodi-netko-drugi-d7176ff6-b1c5-11eb-8d3e-0242ac130043
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/tko-zapravo-donosi-mjere-i-kreira-nase-zivote-plenkovic-je-okupio-znanstvenike-oni-tvrde-da-su-nezavisni-ali-glavnu-rijec-vodi-netko-drugi-d7176ff6-b1c5-11eb-8d3e-0242ac130043
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/tko-zapravo-donosi-mjere-i-kreira-nase-zivote-plenkovic-je-okupio-znanstvenike-oni-tvrde-da-su-nezavisni-ali-glavnu-rijec-vodi-netko-drugi-d7176ff6-b1c5-11eb-8d3e-0242ac130043
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/tko-zapravo-donosi-mjere-i-kreira-nase-zivote-plenkovic-je-okupio-znanstvenike-oni-tvrde-da-su-nezavisni-ali-glavnu-rijec-vodi-netko-drugi-d7176ff6-b1c5-11eb-8d3e-0242ac130043
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jesu-li-mjere-protiv-korone-bile-pretjerane-istrazivanje-otkriva-sto-hrvati-misle-o-odlukama-nacionalnog-stozera-i-kako-zele-docekati-drugi-val-10379992
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jesu-li-mjere-protiv-korone-bile-pretjerane-istrazivanje-otkriva-sto-hrvati-misle-o-odlukama-nacionalnog-stozera-i-kako-zele-docekati-drugi-val-10379992
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/CIVILNA%20ZAŠTITA/PDF_ZA%20WEB/Odluka%20-%20nužna%20mjera%20maske%20-%20II..pdf
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/CIVILNA%20ZAŠTITA/PDF_ZA%20WEB/Odluka%20-%20nužna%20mjera%20maske%20-%20II..pdf
https://www.iusinfo.hr/DailyContent/Topical.aspx?id=41073
https://www.usud.hr/sites/default/files/doc/Priopcenje_Ustavnog_suda_Republike_Hrvatske_od_31.3.2020.pdf
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protest, called the “Festival of Freedom”, was organised against measures such as social 

distancing and the obligation to wear face masks, but also against the measures such as 

limiting the stay of parents with children in hospitals and other measures affecting children's 

lives. The organisers of the protest were the civil rights and freedom initiative, which would 

also organise several subsequent protests. According to media reports, the protest was 

attended by representatives of right-wing political parties such as MP’s Zlatko 

Hasanbegović, Marin Miletić, and Karolina Vidović Krišto, as well as far-right media figures 

such as Velimir Bujanac. Towards the end of the protest, there was an attack on the 

cameraman of the Index.hr portal by one protester, who was joined by a security guard. They 

were insulting the cameraman and the entire Index.hr newsroom, while the attack 

culminated in tearing the mask from the cameraman's face and taking the mobile phone from 

the cameraman's hand. 

 

The peak of public debates on the pandemic management in 2020 takes place on 6 

December 2020, when part of the government's Scientific Council members published an 

Appeal in which they advocate for stricter approach in the scope of the pandemic 

management. The disagreements of scientists significantly occupy the public discourse 

because the entire pandemic management is based on the narrative that when it comes to 

epidemiological measures, it is necessary to “listen to the experts and scientists,” while the 

political authorities are there to coordinate the process and create policies that will help the 

economy. From the public perspective, it seems that there are two opposing sides within the 

experts and scientists, although there is a majority consensus among scientists, doctors, and 

professional organisations and institutions regarding the various aspects of the pandemic 

and how to manage it, which is also evident from the aforementioned Appeal. “The other 

side” is mainly represented by individuals such as scientists Gordan Lauc, Miroslav Radman, 

Dragan Primorac, Tomislav Domazet Lošo and Srećko Sladoljev (who was known even before 

the COVID-19 pandemic as a spreader of disinformation about vaccination), and 

entrepreneur Nenad Bakić. In January 2021, Gordan Lauc and Nenad Bakić shaped their 

views into the principles of the so-called pandemic realism and for the entire pandemic 

period, would pose as the most prominent critics of the approach of the scientists who 

signed the Appeal. The appeal would be one of the key elements of Nenad Bakić's 

continuous attack on the scientists who signed it. 

 

The end of 2020 was marked by the arrival of the first doses of the vaccine and the 

vaccination of the first person in Croatia. At the beginning of 2021, a public campaign for 

vaccination would start, which would make vaccination the main topic and the central point 

of social conflicts. Non-pharmacological epidemiological measures at the end of 2020 and 

the beginning of 2021 included the restriction and closure of the catering sector, the 

restriction of gatherings and an attempt to regulate private gatherings to 10 people and two 

households, the temporary closure of schools as well as online school in cases of self-

isolation of entire classes. Through 2021, Croatia dances between strengthening and easing 

the measures, but never reaches the point of a full lockdown again, and has relatively short 

periods of stricter measures. Tensions surrounding the pandemic management continue and 

https://inicijativa.hr/festival-slobode/zagreb/koja-je-poruka-festivala-slobode/
https://safejournalists.net/reports/napad-na-novinare-luka-sangulin-zagreb-05-09-2020/?lang=hr
https://safejournalists.net/reports/napad-na-novinare-luka-sangulin-zagreb-05-09-2020/?lang=hr
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/dramatican-apel-26-znanstvenika-i-doktora-ovo-su-nase-preporuke-za-suzbijanje-epidemije-15035240
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/dramatican-apel-26-znanstvenika-i-doktora-ovo-su-nase-preporuke-za-suzbijanje-epidemije-15035240
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/dramatican-apel-26-znanstvenika-i-doktora-ovo-su-nase-preporuke-za-suzbijanje-epidemije-15035240
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/pobune-frakcije-i-optuzbe-sto-se-uistinu-dogada-medu-hrvatskim-znanstvenicima-1451302
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/pobune-frakcije-i-optuzbe-sto-se-uistinu-dogada-medu-hrvatskim-znanstvenicima-1451302
https://faktograf.hr/2020/03/12/hrvatska-lijecnicka-komora-srecko-sladoljev-i-drugi-koji-relativiziraju-covid-19-ugrozavaju-javno-zdravlje/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/03/12/hrvatska-lijecnicka-komora-srecko-sladoljev-i-drugi-koji-relativiziraju-covid-19-ugrozavaju-javno-zdravlje/
https://pandemijskirealizam.net/
https://danas.hr/hrvatska/je-li-ovo-najponosniji-covjek-u-hrvatskoj-danas-tko-to-nama-nosi-darove-vazne-za-sigurnost-cijele-nacije-0686c926-b9f4-11ec-b761-0242ac120010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_SEQ-QLDkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_SEQ-QLDkM
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/covid-containment-and-health-index?time=latest&region=Europe
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/covid-containment-and-health-index?time=latest&region=Europe
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are strengthened by the introduction of the digital COVID certificates as a prerequisite for 

participation in various social activities. State and public sector employees cannot go to 

their workplace without a digital COVID certificate or a negative COVID-19 test. 

 

In November 2021, the political party MOST presented two referendum initiatives related to 

the pandemic management, with which they want to strengthen the role of the Croatian 

Parliament in adopting anti-epidemic measures and take away the decision-making power 

of the Civil Protection Headquarters of the Republic of Croatia. MOST, according to its 

statements, collected almost 400,000 voter signatures, but in the end, in May 2022, the 

Constitutional Court ruled that the proposed referendum initiatives were unconstitutional 

and that the referendums could not be held. 

 

Public protests continue across the country after the spread of the use of digital COVID 

certificates, and the largest protest against the measures, which according to some 

estimates was attended by around 15,000 people, is taking place in Zagreb on 20 November 

2021. Again, public protests were attended by representatives of right-wing political parties 

such as Miro Bulj, Nikola Grmoja, Marin Miletić, Nino Raspudić, and Zlatko Hasanbegović. 

During the protest, RTL television journalist Goran Latković was physically attacked, and 

according to media reports, protesters surrounded and verbally abused the Nova TV 

journalist team and their journalist Petra Buljan. Additionally, a group of protesters took the 

microphone of Al Jazeera journalist Nikolina Zavišić during a live broadcast. As stated in the 

reports from the protest, journalists were generally not well received at the protest because 

the protesters, as could be heard during the protest, were convinced that the media were 

“mercenaries” of the National Civil Protection Headquarters. 

 

Social tensions will last relatively intensively until the spring of 2022 when all measures 

except wearing masks in health care institutions and institutions in the social welfare system 

that provide accommodation for the elderly and people with disabilities would be abolished. 

Although there is an occasional and temporary increase in the number of infected people, 

such as in the summer of 2022 or in December 2022, and still an average of 8 people die per 

day, no new measures are introduced. The public debate about the pandemic is kept alive 

by individuals who, throughout the pandemic period, stood out as opponents of the 

measures and skeptics of the effectiveness of the vaccine, such as scientist Gordan Luac 

and entrepreneur Nenad Bakić or MP Marin Miletić, and MEPs Mislav Kolakušić and Ivan 

Sinčić, followed by fringe media and disinformation websites, some local and/or smaller 

media houses and individuals on social networks. On 11 May 2023, the Government of the 

Republic of Croatia declared the end of the epidemic of the  COVID-19 disease caused by 

the SARS-CoV-2 virus throughout Croatia, but without public discussion on pandemic 

management in Croatia3. 

 
3 Read more in the article by Faktograf’s editor-in-chief Petar Vidov: COVID-19 killed more than 18,000 people 

in Croatia. How did it happen?  

https://vijesti.hrt.hr/hrvatska/most-predaje-potpise-gradana-za-raspisivanje-referenduma-4959121
https://vijesti.hrt.hr/hrvatska/most-predaje-potpise-gradana-za-raspisivanje-referenduma-4959121
https://vijesti.hrt.hr/hrvatska/most-predaje-potpise-gradana-za-raspisivanje-referenduma-4959121
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/covid-potvrde-ponovno-izvele-gradane-na-ulice-prosvjedovalo-se-u-zagrebu-splitu-zadru-15121866
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/prosvjednici-na-trgu-fizicki-i-verbalno-napadali-novinare-hoces-da-ti-ja-skinem-masku-ha-smece-jedno-15122805
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/prosvjednici-na-trgu-fizicki-i-verbalno-napadali-novinare-hoces-da-ti-ja-skinem-masku-ha-smece-jedno-15122805
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/CIVILNA%20ZAŠTITA/PDF_ZA%20WEB/Odluka%20maske%20-%20za%20RCZ.pdf
https://civilna-zastita.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/CIVILNA%20ZAŠTITA/PDF_ZA%20WEB/Odluka%20maske%20-%20za%20RCZ.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=HRV
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=HRV
https://www.koronavirus.hr/kraj-epidemije:-vlada-republike-hrvatske-proglasila-kraj-epidemije-bolesti-covid-19/1013
https://www.koronavirus.hr/kraj-epidemije:-vlada-republike-hrvatske-proglasila-kraj-epidemije-bolesti-covid-19/1013
https://faktograf.hr/2023/05/19/covid-19-je-u-hrvatskoj-ubio-vise-od-18-tisuca-ljudi-kako-je-do-toga-doslo/
https://faktograf.hr/2023/05/19/covid-19-je-u-hrvatskoj-ubio-vise-od-18-tisuca-ljudi-kako-je-do-toga-doslo/
https://faktograf.hr/2023/05/19/covid-19-je-u-hrvatskoj-ubio-vise-od-18-tisuca-ljudi-kako-je-do-toga-doslo/
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Faktograf.hr during the pandemic 

Faktograf published its first article on coronavirus disinformation on 27 January 2020, with 

the title “Bill Gates Did Not Develop the New Coronavirus”. In the first intrusion of 

disinformation into the Croatian media and social networking space, according to the 

Faktograf’s editor-in-chief Petar Vidov, it was mostly about disinformation taken from the 

English-speaking parts of the world, but a significant amount of disinformation also came 

from Italy. This disinformation fits into pre-existing conspiracy theories about global powers 

taking control of the world. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, dogmatic opponents of 

vaccination presented vaccines as one of the means of population control and reduction, so 

the flare-up of virus infection and reports of a significant number of deaths fit into that 

narrative. In the later period, the majority of disinformation came to Croatia from Serbia and 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, as explained by Faktograf’s editor-in-chief Petar Vidov: People 

who monetise disinformation mostly operate in poorer countries, and everything that is 

produced there is very easily shared among our users in Croatia because the language barrier 

does not exist. Less frequent, but with the greatest potential for spreading, is disinformation 

that originates in Croatia, such as those covered in the articles A man in Zagreb did not “die 

on the spot” after vaccination, Disinformation about doctors from the Split hospital Križine 

and Death of nurse in Split is unfoundedly associated with vaccination. 

 

What distinguishes Faktograf from other media that covered the pandemic development and 

also published scientifically based information is the cooperation with Meta within their 

Third-Party Fact-Checking program, which was the ground for repeated accusations of 

alleged censorship and limiting freedom of speech. As the Faktograf’s editor-in-chief Petar 

Vidov explains in one of the articles in which he responds to Nenad Bakić's attacks: 

Faktograf verifies the accuracy of information shared on social networks, while Facebook, 

based on our analysis, reduces the reach of disinformation posts. This limits the number of 

Facebook users exposed to harmful and dangerous disinformation. Fact-checkers who are 

Meta's partners in the Third-Party Fact-Checking Program do the same thing in other 

countries. Community standards are defined by Facebook independently, and fact-checkers 

do not influence them. Likewise, Facebook independently decides which content to remove 

for violating its Community Standards. Faktograf can neither block nor remove any content 

from Facebook. Faktograf only evaluates the accuracy of the content on Facebook, but the 

posts we evaluate are not removed but are accompanied by a notice that they contain 

inaccurate, manipulative, or decontextualised claims. In this way, the disseminators of 

disinformation were not deprived of their freedom of speech, i.e., they were not censored. 

They still have the right to post inaccurate claims on Facebook, they just don't have the right 

to algorithmically amplify the reach of those claims. Censorship, by its very definition, is a 

ban on the publication of certain content. Pointing out the factual inaccuracy or 

unboundedness of certain content is therefore not censorship. Meta's program, in which 

Faktograf participates, is defined in detail, and all information about the way Faktograf works 

within it can be found on Faktograf's website. Continuous misleading of the public about 

what Faktograf does and how the partnership with Meta works is one of the key elements of 

https://faktograf.hr/2020/01/27/bill-gates-nije-razvio-novi-koronavirus/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/07/16/covjek-u-zagrebu-nije-umro-na-licu-mjesta-nakon-cijepljenja/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/07/16/covjek-u-zagrebu-nije-umro-na-licu-mjesta-nakon-cijepljenja/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/03/21/siri-se-glasovna-poruka-kojom-se-lazno-najavljuje-potpuna-karantena/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/03/21/siri-se-glasovna-poruka-kojom-se-lazno-najavljuje-potpuna-karantena/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/12/13/nenad-bakic-na-facebooku-siri-lazi-o-faktografu/
https://www.facebook.com/journalismproject/programs/third-party-fact-checking
https://faktograf.hr/cesto-postavljana-pitanja/
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the disinformation campaign that causes attacks and hate speech on Faktograf, about which 

we elaborate on further into this case study. 

 

Going back to the beginning, we need to clarify what Faktograf is. Faktograf.hr is the first 

Croatian media specialised in fact-checking, i.e., in checking the factual accuracy of claims 

in the public space. Since 2017, Faktograf has been a part of the International Fact-

Checking Network (IFCN), an international network of organisations dedicated to fact-

checking, and from 2022, is a part of the European Fact-Checking Standards Network 

(EFCSN), a newly established European network of fact-checking organisations. Faktograf 

is one of the co-founders of SEE Check, a network of 6 organisations from Southeast Europe. 

Faktograf was launched as a non-profit media in 2015, as a joint co-publishing project by 

the Croatian Journalists' Association and Gong. In 2018, Gong became an independent 

publisher of Faktograf. In November 2021, Faktograf ended its incubation period in Gong 

and became an independent organisation - Faktograf - Association for the Informed Public, 

which was founded by members of the Faktograf’s newsroom to promote, develop, and 

improve professional and ethical journalism, fact-checking and suppressing disinformation, 

verifying the accuracy of claims made by digital media and users of social networks, ensuring 

the right of the public to be informed about issues in the fields of politics, culture, social 

science, civil society, and to foster independence of the journalistic profession. 

 

At the beginning of the pandemic, Faktograf was still in the incubation period in Gong, the 

newsroom employs 6 editors and journalists and has been part of Meta's Third-Party Fact-

Checking program since April 2019. During 2020, Faktograf's newsroom started to work 

from home following the prescribed epidemiological measures which, due to the earthquake 

that hit Zagreb in March 2020 and significantly damaged the newsroom premises, would last 

until February 2022. During the entire pandemic period Faktograf.hr monitored 

disinformation about the coronavirus through the section Live blog: Disinformation about the 

coronavirus. Faktograf.hr published a total of 818 articles (by the end of March 2023) on the 

COVID-19 disinformation distributed via social networks and in various media. During the 

first six months of the pandemic, Faktograf also published a live blog called The State of 

Democracy and Civil Rights to document extraordinary measures introduced by 

governments which can potentially threaten civil rights and democracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
https://faktograf.hr/live-blog-dezinformacije-o-koronavirusu/
https://faktograf.hr/live-blog-dezinformacije-o-koronavirusu/
https://faktograf.hr/live-blog-dezinformacije-o-koronavirusu/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/08/03/live-blog-stanje-demokracije-i-gradanskih-prava-kolovoz-2020-2/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/08/03/live-blog-stanje-demokracije-i-gradanskih-prava-kolovoz-2020-2/
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Overview of the attacks on Faktograf.hr 

Faktograf was the subject of disinformation campaigns, hate speech, and other types of 

attacks4, including lawsuits, even before the start of the pandemic, but with less intensity. 

Attacks increase on Faktograf during the COVID-19 pandemic correspond to the 

development of social tensions and the greater involvement of publicly influential people in 

opposing epidemiological measures and the spread of disinformation. All of which is starting 

to become extremely intense with the measures adopted before the winter of 2020, as well 

as the arrival of the vaccine and the vaccination campaign that lasts the whole of 2021. It 

should be noted that, in that period, pandemic management by the Government of the 

Republic of Croatia is often non-transparent and inconsistent, making contradictory 

decisions and decisions that were very difficult to justify as expedient. It was especially 

problematic when it came to the stay of children in hospitals without parents or refusing the 

presence of an escort at births, while at the same time, they would allow some politically 

opportune mass public gatherings, especially during 2020. Bad communication with the 

public, which was often based on intimidation and emotional blackmail of citizens, also 

caused great damage. Citizens who have doubts about the safety of vaccines were thus 

called irresponsible and unreasonable from the highest positions; they were told that the 

state had done its part, and now it was up to them; they were accused of ruining the tourist 

season due to their irresponsible behaviour, questioning the stability of public finances and 

becoming complicit in the eventual spread of a new wave of infection in the fall, and thus a 

greater number of deaths that could have been avoided, as written by the Faktograf’s editor-

in chief Petar Vidov in the July 2021 text “Marin Miletićl conducts an anti-vaxxer campaign 

on the social networks.” This created a fertile ground for disinformation narratives that 

contributed to citizens' resistance to measures and vaccinations. In that period, 

entrepreneur Nenad Bakić and member of the government’s Scientific Council Gordan Lauc 

had one of the central and most visible roles in advocating for the mild measures. At the 

same time, they became almost central figures in the attacks on Faktograf. Thanks to a large 

number of followers on their Facebook profiles, as well as the attention of the media, they 

have created dominant narratives of the attacks on Faktograf. 

 

Matea Grgurinović, a Faktograf journalist, who from the beginning of March 2021 to 

November 2022 was in charge of monitoring social networks and collecting questions from 

readers, as well as keeping records of threats, explains the dynamics of attacks: As a rule, it 

could be noticed that, when one of the actors like Nenad Bakić, Gordan Lauc or Mislav 

Kolakušić called out Faktograf, the number of messages and comments increased, which in 

some cases have characteristics of hate speech or threats. In these cases, you could often 

see that there was some kind of invitation or incentive for people to contact us because they 

were often copy-paste messages or very similar sentences and language constructions. 

What additionally affects the number of messages that we would receive either through 

 
4When we write about attacks in the context of this case study, we are referring to the defamatory, insulting, and 

threatening messages both about the media and journalists, calls for harassment and violence, and disinformation 

about aspects of Faktograf's work, such as participation in Meta's Third-Party Fact-Checking program, 

association’s finances and other. 

https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/stozer-sad-vec-ima-dugu-povijest-prilagodavanja-mjera-potrebama-crkve-branitelja-i-hdz-a-evo-najvecih-hitova/
https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/stozer-sad-vec-ima-dugu-povijest-prilagodavanja-mjera-potrebama-crkve-branitelja-i-hdz-a-evo-najvecih-hitova/
https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/koronavirus/krunoslav-capak-o-malom-odazivu-na-cijepljenje-ocekivali-smo-zdrav-razum---657723.html?itm_source=HomeTopRow&itm_medium=Dnevnik&itm_campaign=Naslovnica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT0xRt9aQTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT0xRt9aQTI
https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/foto-coric-cijepljenje-je-jedini-nacin-da-budemo-odgovorni-ako-propadne-turisticka-sezona-ne-postoji-carobni-stapic-foto-20210702
https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/foto-coric-cijepljenje-je-jedini-nacin-da-budemo-odgovorni-ako-propadne-turisticka-sezona-ne-postoji-carobni-stapic-foto-20210702
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/video-markotic-ako-se-ne-cijepimo-ponovno-cemo-puniti-groblja/2287759.aspx
https://faktograf.hr/2021/07/05/marin-miletic-covid-cijepljenje-antivakseri/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/07/05/marin-miletic-covid-cijepljenje-antivakseri/
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social networks or our email, and which would then again contain hate speech or threats, is 

when some disinformation or new knowledge related to something we wrote about appears 

in the public space. Then people would start coming forward to say that we were “wrong”, 

without taking into account the passage of time or the fact that new knowledge simply 

comes with time. 

 

As Faktograf already wrote, during the pandemic period, the newsroom was exposed to 

regular hate speech and threats sent via social networks and e-mail, and during 2020 and 

2021, almost 40 threats of physical violence and death were reported to the police. 

 

Following one of the filed reports to the police, an indictment was also filed for the criminal 

offense of threat from Article 139, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Criminal Code/11. It was a 

series of threats sent by e-mail: 

 

Sun., 29 Aug 2021 19:34 

I’ll fuck your mother you leprosy Chetniks5, I'll fuck you until you die, fuck you and that 

Chetnik pupovac6, corona and pupovac together with the Chetnik woman danka derifaj, I'll 

drink blood under your neck from all of you for this block on fb!!!!!! 

ZA DOM SPREMNI7 

GOD AND CROATS !!! 

DEATH TO ALL ANTI-CROATS!!! 

 

Sun., 29 Aug 2021 19:39: 

I'm going to fuck everyone’s bloody mother, may pupovac fuck your leprosy Chetnik 

mother 

ZA DOM SPREMNI 

GOD AND CROATS 

.THICK FOG WILL DESCEND AND ERASE ALL OF YOU CHETNICS AND ANTI-CROATS !!!!! 

 

Sun., 29 Aug 2021 19:53: 

Tika taka the clock is ticking, I’ll blow you up, mother fucking Chetniks  

 

Sun., 29 Aug 2021 20:03: 

If the Chetnik militia comes, they are not prepared for heavy resistance, the Ustasha8 will 

cause problems, they will have a worse time than the Krajišniks9!!!! 

 

Sun., 29 Aug 2021 21:54: 

 
5 For an explanation of Chetnik, please see: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chetnik_war_crimes_in_World_War_II  
6 It is a reference to Milorad Pupovac, MP representing the Serbian minority in Croatia. 
7 Croatian nazi salutation: For homeland ready! 
8 For an explanation of Ustasha, please see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usta%C5%A1e  
9 For an explanation of Krajišnik, please see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraji%C5%A1nici  

https://faktograf.hr/2021/12/14/hajka-protiv-faktografa-nece-nas-zastrasiti/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chetnik_war_crimes_in_World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ustaše
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krajišnici
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If the police come to my door, I will find you one by one, even if this will take years. You 

mother fucking chetniks in the faktograf !!!! 

I will drink your Chetnik's blood under your neck!!!! 

 

The second report, which resulted in the confirmation of the indictment of the Municipal 

State Attorney's Office for the criminal part of the threat from Article 139, paragraphs 2 and 

3 of the Criminal Code/11, was submitted following the messages received in Facebook 

messenger: 

 

11.5.2021. 

Get in touch as soon as possible so I can fuck someone's thieving mother. Gentlemen, 

Pupovac's mercenaries, we know your addresses, and first and last names, and you won't 

do well, so you keep going, but you won't have any more posts. It will be a warm greeting 

to all of you. We who are blocked have all your data, addresses, names, and surnames, so 

you should think carefully about returning home, the night will work wonders. 

 

23.12.2021. 

There are a lot of us blocked, but remember well, someone will find your lair and fuck your 

thieving arrogant mercenary mother, so you keep going filthy animals. 

 

25.12.2021. 

I can see you fact-checking until we visit you with canisters of gasoline, you mercenary 

gang of thieves. 
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It was after this latest case that Faktograf reconsidered its policy of reporting threats to the 

police because we have learned that in court decisions, persons reported for threats come 

into possession of the personal home addresses of Faktograf's journalists, which instead of 

protecting them, directly threatens their safety, especially when the person who is being 

prosecuted has written a comment on Faktograf's page: 

 

I got it because of you, I'm going to the court to see those sold muzzles and faces that I will 

make public.  

 

According to our knowledge, the law procedures for both cases are still ongoing. 

 

After the public appeal of entrepreneur Nenad Bakić, who baselessly accused Faktograf of 

violating the criminal law and called for the establishment of a fund to finance lawsuits and 

reports against Faktograf's newsroom, verbal attacks, and threats intensified. 

 

One of the e-mails received stated: 

 

Namely, I may be the brother, perhaps the cousin of Andrija Drežnjak 10, and I would like to 

draw your attention to the fact that there is a rumour of a large sum of money prepared for a 

similar scenario at Valentina Vodnika *. 

As far as I know, two people from Faktograf are being followed. You have to be careful, there 

are a lot of people who are sick and ready for anything. 

People think that it is impossible or that the police will protect them, but no one is 

untouchable. 

You are my favourite online media, I enjoy following you, and I would not like someone like 

Andrija Drežnjak to visit you. 

 

The public hunt culminated in a cyber attack on the Faktograf.hr. website. In less than 13 

hours, mostly from the evening of 13 December until 11 a.m. on 14 December  2021, more 

than 27 million attempts were made to access the Faktograf.hr website. This organised DDoS 

attack was dominated by attempts to enter the site from Russia and Indonesia. Nenad Bakić 

publicly denied any connection to the hunt of Faktograf and the DDoS attack and then 

posted a survey on his Facebook profile asking his followers what are the chances that 

Faktograf staged the DDoS attack to present itself as a victim. The attack on Faktograf was 

condemned by professional journalistic organisations such as the Croatian Journalist Society 

and the Safe Journalists Network.11 

 
10Andrija Drežnjak was a long-term beneficiary of the Centre for Social Welfare in Đakovo, and in 2019, he killed 

two employees of the Centre, a lawyer and a social worker, with shots to the head. More information about the 

case is available at this link. 
11 In November 2022, the Union of Croatian Journalists (SNH) and the European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) 

organised a panel on the topic of the safety of journalists in Croatia, where editor-in-chief Petar Vidov spoke 

about the attacks on Faktograf. More: https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/23/koliko-su-sigurni-novinari-u-

hrvatskoj/ 

https://faktograf.hr/site/2021/12/13/nenad-bakic-na-facebooku-siri-lazi-o-faktografu/
https://faktograf.hr/site/2021/12/13/nenad-bakic-na-facebooku-siri-lazi-o-faktografu/
https://faktograf.hr/site/2021/12/13/nenad-bakic-na-facebooku-siri-lazi-o-faktografu/
https://n1info.hr/vijesti/galic-iz-faktografa-problem-kad-prema-vama-ide-ostrica-zbog-posla-koji-radite/
https://n1info.hr/vijesti/galic-iz-faktografa-problem-kad-prema-vama-ide-ostrica-zbog-posla-koji-radite/
https://www.facebook.com/nenad.bakic/posts/10159538508844556
https://hnd.hr/hnd-i-snh-nakon-bakiceva-poziva-na-linc-faktografu-stizu-prijetnje-smrcu1
https://hnd.hr/hnd-i-snh-nakon-bakiceva-poziva-na-linc-faktografu-stizu-prijetnje-smrcu1
https://www.hnd.hr/safe-journalists-hrvatski-medij-faktograf-dobio-prijetnje
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/crna-kronika/vrhovni-sud-potvrdio-40-godina-ubojici-socijalne-radnice-i-pravnika-iz-dakova-15168405
https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/23/koliko-su-sigurni-novinari-u-hrvatskoj/
https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/23/koliko-su-sigurni-novinari-u-hrvatskoj/
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And while most of the threats, attacks, and hate speech were sent via social networks, most 

often Facebook, to the profile of Faktograf or the personal profiles of journalists and via e-

mail, in January 2022, the Faktograf’s editor-in-chief Petar Vidov received a threat to his 

mobile phone number via SMS message: 

 

I will personally beat you up and tear off your fingers on both hands, motherfucker. 

 

At the same time in 2022, the hip-hop group Tram 11 released the album “Jedan i jedan”, 

on which the authors pour hate speech through songs, including towards the media. In the 

song “PŠK” they mention the multiple award-winning investigative journalist Danka Derifaj, 

while in the song “Upad u klub” they mention Faktograf: 

 

I'm not your dad, don't pretend to be my brother, I'm a veteran's portal, and you're a whore 

from Faktograf. 

 

Although the record company Menart withdrew the album from sale shortly after a series of 

public criticisms, in 2023 Tram 11 was nominated for the Porin national music award in the 

category of best hip hop music album. They did not win the award. 

 

In parallel with the threats and hate speech, Faktograf is also facing a series of lawsuits for 

compensation of damages filed by Nenad Bakić, due to journalistic articles dealing with 

determining the accuracy of his public claims on the pandemic, vaccination, and scientists 

who gave their opinion on the same topic. At the same time, Nenad Bakić submits a criminal 

complaint accusing Faktograf of violating Article 127 of the Criminal Code of the Republic 

of Croatia, which prohibits denying or restricting freedom of speech or public performance, 

and for which there is a one-year prison sentence. Faktograf has received threats and even 

announcements of such criminal reports earlier from Mislav Kolakušić, a member of the 

European Parliament, who spoke about them publicly, and from Gordan Lauc, who 

https://ravnododna.com/tram-11-jedan-i-jedan-za-bujicu-spremni/
https://ravnododna.com/tram-11-jedan-i-jedan-za-bujicu-spremni/
https://www.index.hr/magazin/clanak/album-tram-11-nominiran-za-porina-nas-je-sram-sto-smo-nominirani/2437171.aspx
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contacted Faktograf via email and threatened it with a criminal report on his Facebook 

profile. 

 

In the lawsuits for damages, Nenad Bakić claims that there was a serious violation of his 

dignity, reputation, and honour, and that because of this, he suffered considerable mental 

pain related to a series of inconveniences in his personal and business life. Faktograf's lawyer 

Vanja Jurić points out that in the texts: Is omicron dangerous for children? It is not true that 

omicron attacks more vaccinated than unvaccinated people and The accusations that Igor 

Rudan is falsely presenting himself as an academic are meaningless, which are the subject 

of the lawsuit, not about Nenad Bakić personally, but about the factual basis of his posts on 

social networks, specifically those he made through his Facebook profile, where he has tens 

of thousands of followers. 

 

His statements had a strong resonance with the public and certainly partly created public 

opinion, and checking the factual accuracy of those claims was a matter of absolute public 

interest, considering the impact of the pandemic on society and citizens, Vanja Jurić points 

out . Given that the texts for which Nenad Bakić filed lawsuits do not objectively represent 

an attack on his honour and reputation, lawyer Vanja Jurić believes that these are lawsuits 

that have significant SLAPP elements: First, Mr. Bakić, in addition to the criminal complaint 
12, filed as many as four different lawsuits against the publisher of the Faktograf.hr - a non-

profit organisation, for damages; secondly, these are lawsuits that are obviously excessive 

and unfounded, and thirdly, with said lawsuits, he is demanding a total of 220,000 HRK from 

Faktograf, which are excessive claims, compared to the practice of our courts. These are all 

school SLAPP elements. An additional dimension is certainly given by the criminal complaint 

that was filed against the director of the publisher and the editor-in-chief of Faktograf. 

Finally, I think it is also indicative that all lawsuits and criminal charges were filed within one 

month, as well as that Mr. Bakić systematically, via social networks, invited the public to file 

lawsuits and file criminal charges against journalists and editors of Faktograf. Altogether, 

this points to an attempt to punish and intimidate Faktograf, which is the main goal of SLAPP 

proceedings. 

 

Regarding the criminal complaint filed by Nenad Bakić against Faktograf, lawyer Vanja Jurić 

points out: In a legal sense, the seriousness of the filed criminal complaint was not significant 

because it was clear from the beginning that neither the subjective nor the objective 

elements of the criminal offense that was the subject of that complaint were fulfilled. On the 

other hand, I believe that it is an attempt to put pressure on the editorial staff and responsible 

persons of Faktograf, especially considering Mr. Bakić's repeated public appeals to his 

followers on social networks, to whom he also invited everyone else to initiate proceedings 

against them. And any attempt to put pressure on the media, especially non-profit ones, 

should be understood and treated seriously. Vanja Jurić further emphasises: For the criminal 

 
12A strategic lawsuit against public participation (SLAPP) is a lawsuit aimed at censoring, intimidating, and 

silencing critics by burdening them with the cost of a legal defence until they give up their criticism or opposition. 

More: https://www.iusinfo.hr/aktualno/u-sredistu/49066  

https://priznajem.hr/novosti/hrvatska/gordan-lauc-upozorio-faktograf-ako-mi-ovu-objavu-proglasite-laznom-slijedi-i-moja-kaznena-prijava/178026/
https://priznajem.hr/novosti/hrvatska/gordan-lauc-upozorio-faktograf-ako-mi-ovu-objavu-proglasite-laznom-slijedi-i-moja-kaznena-prijava/178026/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/12/17/je-li-omikron-opasan-za-djecu/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/12/24/nije-tocno-da-omikron-vise-napada-cijepljene-nego-necijepljene-osobe/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/12/24/nije-tocno-da-omikron-vise-napada-cijepljene-nego-necijepljene-osobe/
https://faktograf.hr/2022/01/13/optuzbe-da-se-igor-rudan-lazno-predstavlja-kao-akademik-su-besmislene/
https://faktograf.hr/2022/01/13/optuzbe-da-se-igor-rudan-lazno-predstavlja-kao-akademik-su-besmislene/
https://www.iusinfo.hr/aktualno/u-sredistu/49066
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offence that was the subject of a criminal report, a prison sentence of up to one year is 

prescribed. It is certain that the very invitation of the police to Faktograf, that is, to the 

persons responsible, to come and give statements as suspects, was a means of pressure and 

an attempt at intimidation. However, the institutions acted correctly and in accordance with 

the law. The criminal complaint was indeed dismissed very quickly and I don't think the 

outcome could have been different. 

 

Regarding the criminal complaint, the executive director of Faktograf, Ana Brakus, says that 

although the lawsuit was dismissed on 27 April 2022, Faktograf only received information 

about it at its request on 11 November 2022, that is, almost seven months later. This is also 

a consequence of how these procedures are regulated by law, where the notification is sent 

only to the applicant, and not to the person against whom it was filed, even though that 

person was questioned by the police. At the same time, Nenad Bakić is conducting a kind 

of campaign related to the criminal complaint, starting with the announcement that he has 

filed it and then highlighting the criminal complaint as an option for all those who are 

dissatisfied with the work of Faktograf. Ana Brakus points out: All this time during which the 

process allegedly lasts allows Nenad Bakić to continue accusing Faktograf of censorship, 

even though it is clear that the whole story has no legal basis. Faktograf has no information 

about when the State Attorney's Office informed Nenad Bakić that the criminal complaint 

was dismissed. 

 

At the time of writing this study, three lawsuits for damages are pending in the first-instance 

proceedings, i.e., in the stage of the preliminary proceedings, while earlier, the Municipal 

Criminal State Attorney's Office in Zagreb dismissed the criminal complaint with the 

explanation that the characteristics of the reported criminal offence had not been 

established, nor of another criminal offence that is being prosecuted ex officio, and one of 

the lawsuits for damages was also dismissed. 

 

In November 2022, the Faktograf editorial office learned from the media that a 53-year-old 

man from Šibenik had been indicted for preparing terrorist attacks against a large number of 

people: politicians, judges, doctors, scientists, journalists, as well as various institutions, 

and among others on the “list for the shooting” was also the editor-in-chief of Faktograf 

Petar Vidov. The competent institutions did not inform the journalists about this case, but 

the daily Jutarnji list published the names of the journalists against whom, according to the 

indictment, terrorist attacks were being prepared. Along with the editor-in-chief of 

Faktograf, his list also included 24 sata columnist Tomislav Klauški, Jutarnji list columnist 

Ante Tomić and the editorial staff of television N1, as well as the general director of HRT 

Robert Šveb. 

 

During this entire period, Faktograf strengthens its policies on the security of online 

communications, protection against future cyber attacks, and the security of newsrooms. In 

March 2022, journalist Matea Grgurinović participated in the “Together Against Hate” 

seminar organised at the Journalist House. At the seminar led by Javier Luque from IPI, the 

https://narod.hr/koronavirus/nenad-bakic-podnosi-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa
https://narod.hr/koronavirus/nenad-bakic-podnosi-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa
https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/15/dorh-potvrdio-da-je-nenad-bakic-neutemeljeno-optuzio-faktograf-za-cenzuru/
https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/15/dorh-potvrdio-da-je-nenad-bakic-neutemeljeno-optuzio-faktograf-za-cenzuru/
https://faktograf.hr/2022/11/15/dorh-potvrdio-da-je-nenad-bakic-neutemeljeno-optuzio-faktograf-za-cenzuru/
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/crna-kronika/covjek-kojeg-optuzuju-za-terorizam-pratio-premijera-ministre-kardinala-suce-lijecnike-15278716
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/crna-kronika/covjek-kojeg-optuzuju-za-terorizam-pratio-premijera-ministre-kardinala-suce-lijecnike-15278716
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situation in the newsrooms of the journalists who participated in the seminar was discussed, 

in which there are generally no systems nor mechanisms for dealing with hate speech and 

online campaigns against journalists, and IPI's Protocol for newsrooms was presented to 

them to support journalists who are the target of online harassment. Matea Grgurinović, who 

also monitored hate speech and attacks on social networks, points out the consequences of 

the continuous campaign against Faktograf for journalists: Maybe not all colleagues would 

agree with that, but I think that exposure to online threats, as well as the moderation of 

content on social networks, especially in times of more intense threats, attacks, and even 

hacker attacks, greatly affects the mental/psychic health of journalists. Stress also increases 

the feeling of powerlessness that often occurs in such situations, especially in situations 

such as doxing (or something resembling doxing), public denouncing, and sharing names 

and photos on social networks, especially if it is a more withdrawn person. In such situations, 

this feeling of helplessness is even stronger and more pronounced, because once things are 

online, it is impossible to control them, and they remain on the Internet forever. As a 

response to the whole situation, Faktograf decided at the beginning of 2022 to create 

assistance measures for journalists that contribute to the protection of mental well-being. 

Executive Director Ana Brakus says the following about this: It is actually frightening to what 

extent it is possible to normalise the number of attacks and threats to which journalists are 

exposed. In the two-year period in which threats were almost daily, the newsroom 

developed a series of mechanisms with the help of which we coped with the pressures we 

were exposed to, and to some extent, we even got used to them. Developing resilience in 

this job is extremely important, but it has its price and we must not allow ourselves to end 

up thinking that working in such conditions is normal. 
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Actors and channels of the attacks 

In the context of the pandemic, from its beginning in 2020, we can talk about several key 

actors and channels of disinformation campaigns, attacks, and hate speech against 

Faktograf. It has been noticed that the number of received direct messages of hate speech 

and/or threats increase when one of the political actors, publicly influential persons, as well 

as the media outlets and websites publish an article or post related to the work of Faktograf. 

Faktograf keeps internal records related to articles in the media, as well as attacks, sent 

directly through electronic communication channels, and everything stated in this case study 

is based on the internal monitoring system and media monitoring. This case study is bringing 

an overview of the most common actors and channels of the attacks on Faktograf, profiles of 

key actors and their disinformation narratives about Faktograf. 

Political actors 

Faktograf.hr, as part of its “Accuracy Check” section, continuously monitors and checks the 

accuracy of information presented to the public by political actors from the entire political 

spectrum. The fact is that certain political actors more often resort to presenting inaccurate 

or non-contextualised information about Faktograf and they are the leaders of disinformation 

campaigns or direct attacks and threats. Although Faktograf was attacked in different 

periods by several different political actors, most often ideologically self-determined from 

the centre to the right (for example Zlatko Hasanbegović, Nikola Grmoja, Nino Raspudić, 

Miroslav Škoro), in the context of the pandemic and related to fact-checking the information 

about the coronavirus, the most prominent political actors that attacked Faktograf.hr were 

MEP Mislav Kolakušić and MP’s Marin Miletić and Stephen (Stjepo) Nikola Bartulica. It 

should be noted that, although the aforementioned continuously call out Faktograf for 

censorship and, for example, Mislav Kolakušić explicitly states that he is censored on the 

social network Facebook, or that the reach of his posts has been reduced, this is not true. It 

is well known that statements by politicians are excluded from Facebook's Third-Party Fact-

Checking programme, in which Faktograf also participates. Faktograf cannot in any way 

mark Mislav Kolakušić's posts on Facebook or influence their reach. Possible limitation of 

the reach of politicians' posts is exclusively within the jurisdiction of Meta, i.e., Facebook, 

in accordance with their Community Standards. 

 

Mislav Kolakušić 

Mislav Kolakušić became a member of the European Parliament in 2019 as a front runner of 

the independent voter’s list - KOLAKUŠIĆ MISLAV, winning 7.89% or 84,765 votes. Before 

those elections, Mislav Kolakušić was a judge at the Commercial Court in Zagreb and 

publicly known as a critic of corruption processes in Croatia, which earned him the public's 

support. In the European Parliament, Mislav Kolakušić has not joined any political group but 

acts as an independent MEP. Mislav Kolakušić is exceptionally active on social networks. 

The Facebook group Citizens for Mislav Kolakušić has more than 192,000 followers, his 

YouTube channel has more than 35,000 subscribers, more than 103,000 followers on Twitter, 

https://faktograf.hr/2020/06/12/zlatko-hasanbegovic-misli-da-faktograf-radi-isto-sto-i-cambridge-analytica-to-je-potpuno-netocno/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/08/14/nikola-grmoja-klevece-faktograf-i-obmanjuje-javnost/
https://faktograf.hr/2020/10/09/nino-raspudic-faktograf-antisemitizam/
https://faktograf.hr/2021/04/19/miroslav-skoro-antisemitizam-napad-faktograf/
https://faktograf.hr/2023/02/15/mislav-kolakusic-besmislene-optuzbe-za-cenzuru-zaogrnuo-u-teoriju-zavjere-o-svjetskoj-vladi/
https://faktograf.hr/2023/02/15/mislav-kolakusic-besmislene-optuzbe-za-cenzuru-zaogrnuo-u-teoriju-zavjere-o-svjetskoj-vladi/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/hr/197438/MISLAV_KOLAKUSIC/home#detailedcardmep
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and slightly more than 3,000 followers on TikTok. He also has a WhatsApp and Viber group. 

Additionally, he has an Instagram profile, but has not been active since 2020. 

 

On several occasions, Faktograf has written about disinformation he was saying in the 

European Parliament. On 6 October 2021, Mislav Kolakušić announced in the European 

Parliament that he would file a criminal complaint against Faktograf, accusing it for 

restricting freedom of speech, saying: 

 

Limiting freedom of speech is a criminal offence both in the Republic of Croatia and other 

European Union countries. The right to establish the truth in modern and democratic states 

is exclusively in the hands of the courts. Today, determining the truth on social networks is 

in the hands of dubious organisations. By filing a criminal complaint against Gong, Faktograf, 

Facebook and the responsible persons for the criminal offence of restricting freedom of 

speech and public appearances from Article 127 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of 

Croatia, I fulfil my civic duty. I promise that all those who implemented censorship will be 

criminally prosecuted. I have kept every one of my promises, so I will keep this promise as 

well, even if it takes 20 years or more. 

 

 
 

This information was mostly reported by online media that have been repeatedly found to be 

spreading disinformation (Narod.hr, Startnews.hr, Maxportal, Logično, Paraf, Crodex.net, 

Provjeri.hr), and the fact that this is said by a former judge who is expected to know the law, 

gave legitimacy to the accusations. On this topic, he recorded a video that was published 

on YouTube in which he makes accusations against Faktograf regarding the limiting of the 

freedom of speech and censorship, but also Gong, the publisher of Faktograf at the time, 

which he accuses of being a secret agent and harming Croatian citizens. In the description 

https://archive.li/Igi7F
https://narod.hr/eu/kolakusic-podigao-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa-gonga-i-facebooka
https://www.startnews.hr/news/video-kaznena-prijava-protiv-faktografa-gonga-i-facebooka-odaslana-iz-bruxellesa-i-to-zbog-ogranicavanja-slobode-govora/
https://www.maxportal.hr/premium-sadrzaj/kolakusic-podnio-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa-gong-a-i-facebooka/
https://www.logicno.com/politika/kolakusic-priprema-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa-gonga-i-facebooka-cenzori-uplaseni-i-u-soku.html
https://www.paraf.hr/kolakusic-podize-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa-i-facebooka-zbog-ogranicavanja-slobode-govora/
https://crodex.net/kolakusic-podize-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-faktografa-i-fcb/
https://provjeri.hr/mislav-kolakusic-kazneno-prijavljuje-faktograf-i-facebook-zbog-ogranicavanja-slobode-govora/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMJhFM_fgqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMJhFM_fgqM
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of the video, he states: Restricting freedom of speech and enforcing censorship is a criminal 

offence punishable by imprisonment. After the establishment of the legal order and the rule 

of law, all those who think they are protected today will be prosecuted and sentenced to 

prison following the current laws. The fact that the trial of a 100-year-old Nazi for crimes 

from the Second World War began yesterday should be the best indication to them that 

justice cannot be escaped in an orderly society. The video has more than 135,000 views and 

870 comments. 

 

Ten days after the speech in the European Parliament, on 16 October 2021, a post was 

published on the Facebook page Citizens for Mislav Kolakušić, stating: 

 

[SHARE] After we have sent a written warning to Facebook that by restricting the reach of 

the Citizens for Mislav Kolakušić Facebook page, they were committing a criminal offence 

of restricting freedom of speech and expression, and after announcing the criminal charges 

against Faktograf and Facebook, that company removed all restrictions on the reach of our 

page. 

 

Facebook has completely illegally limited our reach, based on the request of suspects from 

Faktograf who thought they could limit freedom of speech without prosecution. However, 

they cannot, and they will learn this best when Mislav Kolakušić comes to power and 

implements the necessary reform of the judiciary and state administration. 

 

Faktograf has not received any information from official institutions that Mislav Kolakušić has 

filed a criminal complaint against Faktograf. 

 

 
 

Marin Miletić 

Marin Miletić has been an MP of the political party Most since 2020. Before his election to 

the Croatian Parliament, he worked for 14 years as a religious teacher and part-time in 

several media outlets, and he is also the founder of the Association of Catholic Scouts. He 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=175839188064462&set=a.154153520233029
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=175839188064462&set=a.154153520233029
https://marinmiletic.hr/timeline-aktivnosti/
https://marinmiletic.hr/timeline-aktivnosti/
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became known to the wider public thanks to his active use of social networks, especially 

producing video material. He has more than 122 thousand followers on Facebook, more than 

43 thousand on YouTube, and more than 22 thousand on Instagram, while his Telegram 

channel is followed by 10,775 people. 

 

On several occasions in the Croatian Parliament and on Facebook, Marin Miletić called out 

Faktograf for censorship and stated that Faktograf “plays for the globalist power centres” 

which, in his opinion, generously finance it, while ad hominem attacking Faktograf's editor-

in-chief. In this case study, we are presenting some examples of his speeches and posts on 

Facebook. 

 

On 25 March 2022, in the Croatian Parliament, during a speech about the World Health 

Organization, Marin Miletić spoke about Faktograf: 

 

And then the Ministry of Truth, the so-called Faktograf, which apparently consists of interest 

groups gathered in one non-governmental association, receives a considerable amount of 

funds for this, to be the main authority and assess what is true and what is not true. So, 

Christians, reject the Bible, reject common sense, reject conscience, Muslims reject the 

Koran, whatever gods you worship - reject everything because only Faktograf will tell what 

is true and what is not. Come on, please, let them skulk and get away from our citizens and 

our homeland. So, first that. Power comes from the people and belongs to the people 

according to the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia, and we, the representatives of 

Most, as well as many other colleagues, will not allow the paw of any organisation to interfere 

with our decisions regarding the fundamental human rights of the citizens of the Republic of 

Croatia. You won't get away with this, so tag whoever you want and do what you want. You 

won't get away with this. 

 

The video of that speech is titled: Sharply in the Croatian Parliament  Share the video - let 

it break through the censorship of the Ministry of Truth called Faktograf. 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=549104499790945
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=549104499790945
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Marin Miletić continues to use the parliamentary speaker for disinformation about Faktograf, 

and on 5 July 2022, he again accuses Faktograf of censorship on Facebook. In the 

description of the video of the speech he shares, he states: 

 

Today, in the Croatian Parliament, I warned about the so-called Ministry of Truth Faktograf, 

their eternal student editor-in-chief, on censorship... At the same time, it's wonderful to 

know that everything that doesn't work - fails. Already here, in this life  

Just in a little bit more time, so please be patient. 

 

Marin Miletić attacks Faktograf outside of the parliament, thus continuously creating a 

narrative of himself as a victim and in his publication dated 29 April 2022, announces: 

 

EXCLUSIVE  

Pfizer is hiding the truth. Please share this post, you won't read about it in the media. 

Follow me on my Telegram channel, where the Ministry of Truth Faktograf has no influence: 

https://t.me/+Gv_epd_QCGw5N2Q0 

 
 

Then, for example, on 28 December 2022, he publishes on his Facebook profile, among other 

things: 

In Croatia, the Ministry of Truth called Faktograf led by Petar Vidov, a man of almost 40 years 

who is still unsuccessfully studying at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences - 

censors scientists and all of us who exposed their lies and deceptions. Bakić, Lauc, and many 

others sued this man, and I believe that when the trail of money will be visible, we will see 

how many of them were bribed to deceive people. 

Don't forget what this bunch has done to you for more than two years! They robbed you of 

your freedom, lied to you, and destroyed the health of thousands and thousands of gullible 

people. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/MileticMarin/videos/1500306753759444
https://www.facebook.com/MileticMarin/videos/3819086501650613
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://t.me/+Gv_epd_QCGw5N2Q0?fbclid=IwAR1tWkyVzNNn4kJsUjkM8EKsMeCkawOLY_eW-Cw8evZBs0FyxfCai7S3c1o&h=AT0cNGnLUzqxGWhKq22sUTzpdc7hvA4I6T2vL9A683nCOtaMfDsbdlbOUYUuH2cczUfbkwZW-R4TgD64sZow16ICcXsqK44oxG20Szq0JObp-zzOsu4L6XRvph5DJOGdQQ&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT042oT7XqRma6nalhSNExhyMw5R6U-N4-fxYdZOow_u-VQe5147NVxPqo-d5lYVorLhmlc5h3z3oVTtSWb48KIcEaSecmNZEqb44THxrODx-ET4w4QGbDSvxcNLatD0Vok-OkJ1JWvGL2RP1GHIl5sDmY-DpUISFgiLZKxd4A
https://www.facebook.com/MileticMarin/videos/1216818568907306
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It is quite clear that Marin Miletić is actively creating a disinformation narrative about 

Faktograf as a censor and at the same time falsely portrays himself as a victim because, as 

already stated, even though Faktograf fact-checked the claims made by Marin Miletić and  

published articles in the Accuracy Check section, these fact-checks are not part of Meta's 

Third-Party Fact-Checking Program, and Faktograf cannot mark Marin Miletić's posts on 

Facebook in any way, nor influence its reach. 

 

Stephen (Stjepo) Nikola Bartulica 

Stephen (Stjepo) Nikola Bartulica has been an MP of the political party Domovinski pokret 

since 2020, and before that, he was a special advisor for religious issues to the former 

president of the Republic of Croatia, Ivo Josipović, who even awarded him the Order of the 

Croatian Braid for his special contribution for the reputation and development of the 

Republic of Croatia and the demonstrated self-consecration and special merits in the work 

of the Council and other bodies of the President of the Republic of Croatia. Stjepo Bartulica 

is also an associate professor at the Croatian Catholic University, where he teaches political 

philosophy, and is the president of the conservative association Center for the Renewal of 

Culture. Unlike the previously described politicians, Stjepo Bartulica does not have a 

significant presence on social networks. His Facebook page has slightly more than 9 

thousand followers, his Twitter profile has 918 followers, his Instagram page has 1003, and 

his YouTube channel has 140 subscribers. 

 

Teleskop.hr announced in December 2021 that Stjepo Bartulica called out Faktograf in the 

Croatian Parliament for censoring content and different opinions on social networks, and 

that said that Faktograf is a group of obscure people who are unknown to the general public 

and as such are a kind of internet police that decides what is allowed and what is not allowed 

to be read and he asked what gave Faktograf such power and what is the possibility of its 

abuse. 

 

In February 2022, Stjepo Bartulica also spoke in the Croatian Parliament about Faktograf and 

its alleged censorship on social networks announcing the drafting of a bill to regulate it: 

 

Today I would like to talk about another very dangerous phenomenon, which is mass 

censorship on social networks. For people and parents to make the right decisions, they 

must have objective information. That is getting very difficult lately. Lawsuits have even been 

filed against Faktograf, which unfortunately abuses its power in Croatia to decide what we 

can see and what information, what opinion, on Facebook. So, the lawsuits started, it's not 

by chance. It is enough for them to say that the context is missing and they can reduce the 

reach of a particular post or even remove it. We know that freedom of speech is the 

foundation of democracy, and we know what role social networks play today. This is a big 

topic that is becoming more and more relevant in Croatia. I think that our fundamental rights, 

which are guaranteed by the Constitution, also apply to Facebook. Domovinski Pokret will 

insist on this and we are preparing a law that will regulate that area. 

https://cok.hr/
https://cok.hr/
https://teleskop.hr/hrvatska/bartulica-ostro-o-internetskoj-policiji-faktografu-cenzuriraju-sadrzaj-i-drugacije-misljenje-na-drustvenim-mrezama/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2158584644293170
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He clarified this initiative even earlier, in January 2022, on the ZOOM Zagreb Z1 television 

show, which was dedicated to alleged censorship on the Internet while dealing with the 

work of Faktograf13, presenting a series of disinformation about the functioning of Meta's 

Third-Party Fact-Checking Program and the type of work that Faktograf and other fact-

checking organisations perform within the framework of that programme, while baselessly 

claiming that fact-checking organisations censor opinions. In the aforementioned show, 

Sjepo Bartulica referred specifically to Faktograf: 

 

It would be good if someone spoke in front of Faktograf because these are obscure people 

who are completely unknown to the Croatian public. At the same time, they have great 

powers in deciding which opinions and which information Facebook users can see and read! 

This is a serious problem and a possible threat to democracy. 

 

He also spoke about this initiative for the Studio 4 show on HRT, and it was discussed in the 

media, including those that have been repeatedly found to be spreading disinformation 

(Narod.hr, Crodex.net). 

 

Since the aforementioned announcements, at the time of writing this case study, over a year 

has passed and the Domovinski pokret still has not submitted this bill proposal into the 

legislative procedure. 

 

Influential actors 

Although they are not the only ones, the most prominent actors who publicly attacked 

Faktograf during the pandemic period and/or spread disinformation about it are Nenad 

Bakić and Gordan Lauc, who have already been mentioned several times in this case study. 

 
13The editor-in-chief of Faktograf, Petar Vidov, was invited to participate in that show, but he refused to take 

part in the discussion that deals with the legal prohibition of someone's journalistic work. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlY5MReWC8I&t=431s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlY5MReWC8I&t=431s
https://www.facebook.com/stephennikolabartulica/videos/297566992191805
https://narod.hr/hrvatska/bartulica-krenule-su-tuzbe-protiv-faktografa-koji-zloupotrebljava-svoju-moc
https://crodex.net/bartulica-faktograf-predstavlja-ozbiljan-problem-i-mogucu-prijetnju-demokraciji/
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Nenad Bakić 

Nenad Bakić is a mathematician by profession, he is known to the public as an entrepreneur, 

investor, and initiator of the Croatian Makers programme, which is implemented in Croatian 

schools. For a time, he ran the blog Eclectica, which is no longer available online, where he 

published comments and tried to influence public discourse on various social and economic 

issues, and was a special advisor for digital transformation and STEM to the President of the 

Republic of Croatia, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović. During the pandemic, through his Facebook 

profile, he published the so-called mathematical models with which he analysed trends in 

the number of infections, patients, and deaths and often gave forecasts about the further 

development of the pandemic. Part of the mainstream media outlets published information 

about his models. With the growth of public debates on introduction and effectiveness of 

epidemiological measures, Nenad Bakić became a strong proponent of milder measures 

and, together with Gordan Lauc, published the “Principles of Pandemic Realism” in which 

their proposals for pandemic management are explained.  

 

A lot has already been said about Nenad Bakić's attacks on Faktograf, especially regarding 

the SLAPP lawsuits and the hacker attack on Faktograf.hr. On social networks, the main 

channel for attacking Faktograf was his personal Facebook profile, from which numerous 

media outlets mentioned in this case study took content for their articles against Faktograf 

and shared it through their social networks. The narratives of Bakić's posts are mostly based 

on accusations of censorship and restriction of freedom of speech. He further points out the 

alleged lack of expertise of Faktograf's journalists to write about the pandemic. In particular, 

he points out the editor-in-chief of Faktograf, for whom he continuously emphasises that he 

did not graduate from university. On several occasions, he writes that the articles for 

Faktograf are certainly written by some scientists, while Faktograf's journalists only sign 

them. He also states that no one wants to write articles for Faktograf, so the editor-in-chief 

has to write them himself. From time to time, through his publications, he also questions why 

Faktograf checks the accuracy of his claims, and not, for example, the accuracy of the claims 

of some other scientists, insinuating that he is being targeted solely because he advocates 

certain solutions and opinions, which are in contradiction with what the mainstream media 

and the powerful people want the public to hear.  

 

https://www.hgk.hr/zlatnakuna/nenad-bakic
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bakic-o-svojim-analizama-polemikama-sa-znanstvenicima-cijepljenju-drzavni-vrh-i-ja-zastupamo-iste-teze-15090481
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bakic-o-svojim-analizama-polemikama-sa-znanstvenicima-cijepljenju-drzavni-vrh-i-ja-zastupamo-iste-teze-15090481
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bakic-o-svojim-analizama-polemikama-sa-znanstvenicima-cijepljenju-drzavni-vrh-i-ja-zastupamo-iste-teze-15090481
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bakic-o-svojim-analizama-polemikama-sa-znanstvenicima-cijepljenju-drzavni-vrh-i-ja-zastupamo-iste-teze-15090481
https://www.facebook.com/nenad.bakic
https://narod.hr/hrvatska/nenad-bakic-glavni-biznis-bogatog-i-mocnog-faktografa-je-cenzura
https://www.facebook.com/101650535372304/photos/a.102019268668764/244233974447292/?type=3&eid=ARA6AHD-NVOVXCLfMbjUxNsYzfGNDC0abAbXuF54m6X5BIQNFGtA0UQphj5v0v4FAD9DWMFewhybt1Az
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10160204946634556&set=a.10152750940434556
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10160204946634556&set=a.10152750940434556
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It is interesting that while at the same time, he is building his position as Don Quijote who, 

together with Gordan Lauc, attacks the advocates of lockdowns, he continuously claims that 

in fact, Croatia had some of the mildest epidemiological measures in Europe thanks to 

Gordan Lauc and him and that the two of them had a significant influence on the Government 

and their politics and thus saved the citizens from the “draconian” measures and lockdowns 

that some other countries had, and were advocated in Croatia by some experts. Thus, he is 

both a lone rider against unjust policies and an extremely influential individual who shapes 

the Government's policies. Regarding Faktograf, Bakić occasionally questions Faktograf's 

sources of funding and calls Faktograf pandemic profiteers or “the rich and powerful”, 

insinuating that Faktograf is part of a clique whose interest was that the pandemic lasts as 

long as possible to make as much money as possible while publishing information 

selectively, and without context. For example, he states that according to the financial 

reports of Faktograf for 2021 and 2022, a significant increase in income can be seen, which 

is correct. But at the same time, he does not mention that Faktograf operated for most of 

2021 within previous publisher GONG, and that the Faktograf association was founded only 

at the end of the same year, so the financial report for 2021 covers only two months of 

operations. Although Faktograf also wrote critically about human rights issues during the 

pandemic, especially in the first months of the globally spread lockdown, as well as about 

problematic aspects of the pharmaceutical industry's operations, Nenad Bakić consciously 

creates a conspiracy theory narrative in which the media, and especially Faktograf, under 

the influence of “pandemic profiteers” have the key role in hiding real information and 

enforcing censorship over “dissidents”, thereby endangering society and individuals. In one 

https://www.sloboda.hr/nenad-bakic-pobijedili-smo-ostromjerase-a-evo-kako-funkcionira-pandemijski-marketing/
https://www.sloboda.hr/nenad-bakic-pobijedili-smo-ostromjerase-a-evo-kako-funkcionira-pandemijski-marketing/
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160337779799556&set=a.10152742901729556
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160337779799556&set=a.10152742901729556
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of his posts, he even invites people to sue Faktograf if someone from their family died in 

hospital due to COVID-1914: 

 

So, the claims of Gordan Lauc and myself were 100% correct. Faktograf declared our claims 

to be false, reduced their reach, defamed us - and thereby prevented critical and accurate 

information from reaching citizens. 

 

Whether our Pero15 is really unlucky in thinking or has some reason to manipulate so brutally, 

think for yourself. In any case, it is terrible and against the very principles of fact-checking 

that he signed. 

 

If someone in your family died in hospital because they picked up Covid there, and if you 

intend to sue the hospital, add the Faktograf. The rich and powerful Faktograf has a lot of 

money and will be able to pay compensation for all lawsuits (of one kind or another). Don't 

forget: they're just pretending to be journalists, they're actually censors, and lawsuits 

against these scumbags aren't 'restriction of freedom of speech', but quite the opposite. 

 

On his personal profile, Nenad Bakić communicates using insulting and humiliating terms, 

both for many scientists he writes about, and for Faktograf's editor-in-chief, whom he calls 

“Perica”, “little Perica” or “failed student Perica”, and regularly publishes his photos, and 

occasionally also montages in which he imputes claims about him that have never been 

made. He also promotes terms such as “pandemic marketers”, “lockdowners” and 

“appealists” to label certain groups of scientists and experts. More than 50,000 people 

follow Nenad Bakić's Facebook profile. 

 

 
 

 
14The original post is no longer available on Nenad Bakić's Facebook profile. In addition to Narod.hr, this 

announcement was also transmitted by the Epoha portal. 
15 Derogatory nickname for Faktograf's editor-in-chief whose full name is Petar. 

https://narod.hr/hrvatska/bakic-ako-vam-je-netko-umro-u-bolnici-jer-je-ondje-pokupio-covid-uz-bolnicu-tuzite-i-faktograf
https://narod.hr/hrvatska/bakic-ako-vam-je-netko-umro-u-bolnici-jer-je-ondje-pokupio-covid-uz-bolnicu-tuzite-i-faktograf
https://epoha.com.hr/2022/08/27/jedna-od-najpokvarenijih-manipulacija-faktografa-je-nazivanje-medija-rubnima-kako-bi-od-njih-odbili-oglasivace/
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Gordan Lauc 

Gordan Lauc is a molecular biologist, employed as a full professor in a permanent position 

at the Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry, at the Department of Biochemistry and 

Molecular Biology. He is also the owner of the biotechnology company Genos, which he 

founded in 2007. As stated earlier, at the beginning of the pandemic, Lauc was appointed 

to the government's Scientific Council and was extensively present in the media. 

 

On the eve of the largest protest against epidemiological measures, in which, according to 

some estimates, around 15,000 people participated, and which took place in Zagreb on 20 

November 2021, Gordan Lauc published a post on his Facebook profile on 16 November, in 

which he wrote, among others things: 

 

If we want these measures to be repealed, the silent majority that does not support them 

must say so loud and clear. Share this post, or write one yourself, that you want to take 

responsibility for your health and that you don't want the Government to “play Tito” and 

prescribe how you should protect your health (if they want that, they better ban excessive 

body weight by law), convince someone who is afraid (be it a virus, be it a vaccine) that is 

panicking for no reason, go out to a peaceful protest, send a letter to the Government, write 

to the media, call them and tell them your opinion. 

 

Only after this post, the Minister of Health Vili Beroš stated that he believes that the 

Government would “thank Lauc for his activities and actions so far in the Scientific Council", 

which was confirmed by Prime Minister Andrej Plenković16. It should be noted that 

professional medical organisations have already demanded the Prime Minister to remove 

Lauc from the scientific council, precisely because of his frequent unfounded claims. 

 

In his attacks on Faktograf, Gordan Lauc mostly follows Nenad Bakić's narrative with 

accusations of censorship and incompetence. Gordan Lauc directly addressed Faktograf’s 

Executive Director Ana Brakus via e-mail on 24 December 2021, and threatened to file a 

criminal report if Faktograf did not stop writing about him and referred to unofficial 

information he received from the top of the State Attorney's Office, which told him that 

complaint for criminal acts will certainly not be dismissed without detailed consideration and 

investigation. 

 

Also, in the email from 27 December 2021, he again refers to sources from the State 

Attorney's Office and states: 

 

 
16It should be noted here that this statement in the Croatian context means that the Government is behaving like 

the former Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito and implies the accusation of using communist methods of 

government, which in a certain part of the Croatian public has extremely negative connotations, especially in the 

context of the ruling Croatian Democratic Union, which since the beginning of Croatian independence, has 

positioned itself as an anti-communist political party. 

https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/zagreb-covid19-protest-prosvjed/31571183.html
https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/lauc-jos-uvijek-vladin-savjetnik-za-pandemiju-izadite-na-prosvjed-pokazite-da-ne-zelite-da-vlada-glumi-tita/
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/beros-najavio-izbacivanje-lauca-iz-znanstvenog-savjeta-mislim-da-je-dosao-taj-trenutak-15121040
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/hrvatska-lijecnicka-komora-trazi-izbacivanje-gordana-lauca-iz-znanstvenog-savjeta-7e1c4ac4-1d5a-11ec-b51e-f2abcc875cc2
https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/hrvatska-lijecnicka-komora-trazi-izbacivanje-gordana-lauca-iz-znanstvenog-savjeta-7e1c4ac4-1d5a-11ec-b51e-f2abcc875cc2
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I know that at least two criminal charges against Faktograf have already been written and 

should soon be forwarded to the State Attorney's Office. I personally have not yet agreed to 

stand behind any of them. 

 

I believe in your sincere intentions and unless the false and unwarranted misrepresentation 

of my posts is repeated, I will not join those who file criminal charges against you. 

 

Executive Director Ana Brakus answered Gordan Lauc, stating that: since Faktograf is 

completely sure of the correctness and legality of everything it does, we invite you to take 

all actions that you personally consider necessary. 

 

Later, through his Facebook profile, Lauc threatened to file criminal charges on several 

occasions, which was also reported by some media, but Faktograf has no information from 

the competent authorities that any of those lawsuits have been filed. 

 

The most severe post related to Faktograf that Gordan Lauc published was on 21 January 

2022. The post is accompanied by 4 photographs of the Faktograf’s editor-in-chief with a 

text:  

 

If you run into him once he gathers the courage to go into the public, tell him to his face 

everything you think about his role in promoting evil in this pandemic. Do not use physical 

force. That would also make you go over to the dark side, and you don't want that. Being 

himself is enough of a punishment for him. Just tell him that you recognise him and that you 

know that he was one of the aggressive suppressors of truth and promoters of evil. If you 

work in the hospitality industry, maybe you can tell him that people like him are not welcome 

at your place. 

 

This Facebook post had more than 3,300 reactions with emoticons, 610 comments, and as 

many as 192 shares, and it was also reported on by some fringe media such as online media 

outlet Paraf.hr. 

 

https://teleskop.hr/hrvatska/gordan-lauc-upozorio-faktograf-ako-mi-ovu-objavu-proglasite-laznom-slijedi-i-moja-kaznena-prijava/
https://www.facebook.com/gordan.lauc/posts/10227755764107405
https://www.facebook.com/gordan.lauc/posts/10227755764107405
https://www.paraf.hr/lauc-o-glavnom-cenzoru-faktografa-ako-radite-u-ugostiteljstvu-izbacite-petra-vidova-iz-kafica/
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After this post, on 3 June 2022, for example, Gordan Lauc commenting on information about 

the mental health of young people in Croatia writes: 

 

In our country, the increase in the number of suicides has taken more children's lives than 

the virus itself... 

Those lives are on the conscience of those who advocated for the “epidemiological 

measures”, and censored us who warned about the harmful consequences of those 

measures. Faktograf is right there at the very top... 
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Gordan Lauc’s profile on Facebook is followed by just over 46,000 people. As in the case of 

Nenad Bakić, Gordan Lauc's Facebook posts are the foundation for numerous articles 

published on fringe online media, which expands their reach. 

 

In 2023, Nenad Bakić and Gordan Lauc continued to conduct harassment campaigns against 

scientists, experts, and doctors who advocated the so-called tougher approach to 

pandemic management. The situation culminated with the launch of the website 

Pandemija.hr, which, through print screens of media headlines or comments on social 

networks, completely taken out of context, creates a de facto warrant on scientists and 

doctors who advocated the introduction of epidemiological measures and vaccination, as 

well as with the Facebook post, in which Gordan Lauc implicitly compared all those who 

advocated epidemiological measures and vaccination to the people in charge of the Nazi 

camps Auschwitz-Birkenau, which followed Nenad Bakić's continuous months-long ad 

hominem insults of many scientists through his own Facebook profile. In January 2023, the 

Croatian Association of Hospital Doctors (HUBOL) reacted to this with a public statement, 

while the Croatian Medical Chamber (HLK) filed criminal charges against Gordan Lauc and 

Nenad Bakić. 

 

 
 

Media 

Most of the media that carried out disinformation campaigns against Faktograf are online 

media. According to internal monitoring of publications about Faktograf, as well as media 

overview, the media outlet that stands out in terms of the number of publications about 

Faktograf's work is online media Narod.hr (https://narod.hr/) published by the Association 

“In the name of the family”. Since the beginning of 2020, under the tag Faktograf, they have 

published more than 80 articles, and in a significant number of articles, Faktograf is accused 

of censorship and political and ideological bias even in the very title. 

https://www.facebook.com/gordan.lauc
https://pandemija.hr/?fbclid=IwAR2ayLUtQxzLwMrIUBpPlk8fNfmd3Ilsy1KYfRthi_xz79NBnNWngpWw7m0
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/udruga-lauc-mjere-protiv-korone-usporedio-s-holokaustom/2428392.aspx
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/udruga-lauc-mjere-protiv-korone-usporedio-s-holokaustom/2428392.aspx
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/udruga-lauc-mjere-protiv-korone-usporedio-s-holokaustom/2428392.aspx
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/lijecnici-uzvratili-laucu-i-bakicu-zbog-njih-nam-prijete-smrcu-a-oni-bildaju-lajkove-15297220
https://www.hlk.hr/hlk-podnijela-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-lauca-i-bakica-zbog-poticanja-na-mrznju.aspx
https://www.hlk.hr/hlk-podnijela-kaznenu-prijavu-protiv-lauca-i-bakica-zbog-poticanja-na-mrznju.aspx
https://narod.hr/
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The articles on the Narod.hr website have repeatedly been the subject of Faktograf's fact-

checking, and it has also been repeatedly determined that they spread disinformation or 

information that lacks context. The publisher of the Narod.hr website is the association “In 

the name of the family”, whose leader is Željka Markić, a conservative activist who became 

known to the public as the organiser of the referendum on marriage, which included in the 

Constitution of the Republic of Croatia the provision that marriage is exclusively the union 

between a man and a woman. She is a participant and supporter of manifestations opposing 

the right to abortion, such as the “March for Life”, and she was also a candidate in the 2015 

Croatian Parliamentary elections as part of the “Projekt domovina” political party, whose 

website states that the party was created as a political project of the association “In the 

name of the family” which, through its activities in civil society, recognised the need for a 

political platform that will ensure the supporters and sympathisers of the Association to get 

their authentic representatives in state, regional and local government bodies. 

 

Epoha - the portal for the culture of communication (https://epoha.com.hr) published by 

Epoha, obrt za usluge, owned by Branko Pagon Pekica, stands out according to the number 

of articles with the aim to attack Faktograf. 

 

Epoha, for example, spreads disinformation about Faktograf in the following way: They do 

what they are paid for, they do evil to people, openly preventing them from doing their 

normal business, while their money literally falls from the sky. Only people who have 

experienced all their wickedness know what they do and what powers they have. To say it's 

unbelievable is an understatement. Their breaking into people's Facebook profiles belongs 

to the area of cybercrime, and they regularly do this from various addresses, Facebook then 

locks those people's accounts, and after each unlocking, you are disabled from doing 

anything on Facebook. They obfuscate posts, obfuscate pages, obfuscate the visibility of 

groups, disable the visibility of shared content, prevent people from using various options 

on Facebook, and so on, and so on. Not to mention their funny fact-checking stickers. Those 

stickers are the best guide to the truth for people today, as many wrote in their comments. 

They diligently try to shut down every free voice that is not a prisoner of the system, which 

translates to not being in line with the mainstream. 

 

The narrative promoted by Epoha is that Faktograf is an untrustworthy media in the service 

of the global financial powers that give it a large amount of money, and that it is a censor 

which specifically targets the Epoha portal. Faktograf’s work in the scope of the Meta's 

Third-Party Fact-Checking Program is completely inaccurately described with the powers 

that Faktograf does not have and with accusations that are not true. All of the details about 

the TFCP programme are transparently published and easily verifiable on Faktograf's page, 

as well as on the page of Meta's Third-Party Fact-Checking Program. 

 

Epoha is repeatedly subject to fact-checking of the articles it publishes, and it was 

determined on many occasions that it publishes disinformation. 

https://pmu.e-mediji.hr/Public/PregledDetalji.aspx?id=382&pmu=1036
https://pmu.e-mediji.hr/Public/PregledDetalji.aspx?id=382&pmu=1036
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
http://projektdomovina.hr/o-nama/
https://epoha.com.hr/
https://epoha.com.hr/2022/08/27/jedna-od-najpokvarenijih-manipulacija-faktografa-je-nazivanje-medija-rubnima-kako-bi-od-njih-odbili-oglasivace/
https://epoha.com.hr/2023/02/05/nasa-se-borba-za-istinu-i-pravdu-nastavlja-unatoc-zelji-cenzora-da-uguse-nas-glas/
https://epoha.com.hr/2023/02/05/nasa-se-borba-za-istinu-i-pravdu-nastavlja-unatoc-zelji-cenzora-da-uguse-nas-glas/
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Among the online media which, during the pandemic period, published articles in which 

they follow the above-mentioned narratives of the disinformation campaign, but with a 

slightly lower frequency (up to about 20 articles in the previous two years), there is Paraf 

(https://www.paraf.hr) published by the non-profit association ABC WEB, Priznajem.hr 

(https://priznajem.hr/) published by the Priznajem Association, Liberal.hr 

(https://www.liberal.hr/) published by the Association for the Promotion of Personal and 

Economic Freedom “Liberal.hr”. More articles were published by Teleskop.hr 

(https://teleskop.hr/) published by Teleskop media - Association for the Protection of 

Freedom of Speech and Opinion, but as a rule, these are almost identical texts as published 

in other mentioned media and are very often just publications of Nenad Bakić's and Gordan 

Lauc's Facebook posts, not original journalistic work. 

 

The narratives of these media outlets are almost always the same. According to these 

narratives, Faktograf is a censor which limits freedom of speech, the expertise of journalists 

is questionable, as are Faktograf’s sources of funding. Quite interesting is the narrative that 

appeared in the fall of 2022, which tried to connect the news about the layoffs at Meta with 

Meta's Third-Party Fact-Checking Program. The narrative was saying that the TPFC program 

was responsible for the company's financial difficulties. For example, in November 2022, 

Paraf.hr published a photo of the Faktograf’s editor-in-chief along with the article stating: 

 

CENSORS ARE DESTROYING FACEBOOK! Mass layoffs for the first time in the network's 

18-year history 

The once-largest social network is rapidly declining. Due to censorship, users leave it en 

masse, followed by advertisers. 

 

 
 

https://www.paraf.hr/
https://priznajem.hr/
https://www.liberal.hr/
https://teleskop.hr/
https://www.paraf.hr/cenzori-unistavaju-facebook-masovni-otkazi-po-prvi-puta-u-18-godisnjoj-povijesti-mreze/
https://www.paraf.hr/cenzori-unistavaju-facebook-masovni-otkazi-po-prvi-puta-u-18-godisnjoj-povijesti-mreze/
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Self-declared media that are not registered in the Register of Electronic 

Publication Providers according to the Law on Electronic Media17 and the Law on 

Media18 

Crodex.net (https://crodex.net) stands out among websites that are not registered in the 

Register of Electronic Publication Providers according to the Law on Electronic Media and 

the Law on Media. 

 

During the pandemic period, Crodex.net published more than 60 articles about Faktograf, 

often conveying the views about Faktograf expressed by Nenad Bakić and Gordan Lauc on 

their Facebook profiles. The articles are often illustrated with a photo of the Faktograf’s 

editor-in-chief. Continuously, they accuse Faktograf of censorship and ideological bias (for 

example, that Faktograf supports the political party Možemo! or that it never checks the 

accuracy of the information presented by certain scientists) and questions the expertise of 

journalists. One of the examples of how they create a narrative related to Faktograf is the 

following: 

 

Faktograf is the propagandistic machinery of the globalist left, which tries to impose 

dogmatic unanimity and destroy the little freedom that is still left in the modern world. 

Faktograf’s work brings us one step closer to the introduction of the Ministry of Truth from 

Orwell's 1984. This narrative is repeated throughout various articles. The outlet has slightly 

more than 4,700 followers on Facebook. 

 

In February 2023, Crodex.net published a “Public appeal to parliamentarians regarding 

Faktograf and its illegal activity”, calling on state institutions to deal with the work and 

financing of Faktograf and to investigate whose interests and lobbies Faktograf works for. In 

 
17Electronic Media Act, Article 94, paragraph 4. A natural and legal person must submit an application for 

registration in the Register of Providers of Electronic Publications maintained by the Agency and paragraph 6. 

The Register of Providers of Electronic Publications shall be entered in the Register of Providers of Electronic 

Publications that meet the conditions prescribed by the law governing the area of media and the conditions 

prescribed by the Council by the rulebook. 
18Media Act, 3. Information about the publisher and media of interest to the public 

Article 13, paragraph 1. The public has the right to information about the publisher's operations. 

Article 14, paragraph 2. The publisher is obliged to inform the public through the media at least once in each 

calendar year about the ownership structure, business results, average circulation, or average audience or 

viewership. 

Article 15, paragraph 1. The publisher is obliged to ensure the publication of the following information in a visible 

place of each individual holder of the programme content (e.g. press copy, television show): 

- the company and registered office, i.e. name and surname and residence of the publisher, 

- the name and surname of the editor-in-chief, that is, the responsible editors, and the names and surnames of 

the editors of individual programme groups, in accordance with the internal organisation of the editorial office, 

- name and surname, i.e. company and headquarters of the printing house and date of printing or reprinting, and 

number of printed copies, when it is a print medium, 

- date of production (month and year) in the case of radio and television programmes. 

And paragraph 2. The obligation from paragraph 1 of this article also applies to publishers of electronic media so 

that data is published at the beginning and end of radio and television programmes, i.e. from midnight to one 

o'clock if the programme is published continuously, and in an appropriate manner by the editorial formatted 

electronic publications. 

 

https://crodex.net/
https://crodex.net/zasto-je-faktografova-cenzura-opasna-za-drustvo/
https://crodex.net/javni-apel-saborskim-zastupnicima-zbog-faktografa-i-njegovog-protustavnog-djelovanja/
https://crodex.net/javni-apel-saborskim-zastupnicima-zbog-faktografa-i-njegovog-protustavnog-djelovanja/
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the appeal, they present the usual disinformation narratives about censorship and 

ideological bias of Faktograf, stating that: 

 

So, from now on and in the future, if you don't represent hard-line views, if you doubt the 

effectiveness of vaccines, if you don't go to Srb to celebrate the “anti-fascist uprising”, if 

you don't recognize that LGBTIQ people are the healthiest part of society, if you don't 

advocate abortion, if you doubt the influence of mankind on global warming, if you don't 

bend your neck in front of “progressive” norms and unwritten rules and if you don't bow to 

established communist and Great Serbian myths, you will be ostracised from Facebook. 

 

 
 

Faktograf has repeatedly asserted that Crodex.net publishes incorrect information on which 

Crodex.net reports on, unduly calling out Faktograf.hr for censorship. 

 

In this section, we also detect three online media outlets which, during the pandemic period, 

published up to twenty articles about Faktograf, each with the narrative that Faktograf 

implements censorship and that its work is directed by the interests of global powers. No 

imprint has been published on any of these media outlets and it is not possible to find them 

in the Register of Electronic Publications maintained by AEM and published on their pages. 

These are HOP, an independent news outlet (https://www.hop.com.hr), Provjeri.hr 

(https://provjeri.hr), and Croativ online (https://croativ.net). Of the above, Croativ online 

https://pmu.e-mediji.hr/Public/PregledElPublikacije.aspx
https://www.hop.com.hr/
https://provjeri.hr/
https://croativ.net/
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has the largest number of followers on Facebook, with more than 52 thousand of them, while 

Provjeri.hr has around 17 thousand followers. 

Other media actors 

As a separate case in relation to the previously mentioned media and self-declared media, 

we can highlight news media outlet Logično.com. Logično.com is owned by the company 

Trieko d.o.o from Brčko District in Bosnia and Herzegovina and states that it is made for the 

audience in the countries of the former Yugoslavia. The content published on Logično.com 

shows that they are primarily focused on readers from Croatia. Outlet doesn’t have a publicly 

available imprint. Faktograf.hr has established on several occasions that the outlet publishes 

disinformation and spreads conspiracy theories. Analysis of its content indicates that before 

the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, a significant number of articles on Logično.com 

promoted the interests of the Russian state in a certain way, while after the outbreak of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, Logično.com becomes one of the central places of gathering 

dogmatic opponents of vaccination (so-called anti-vaxxers). 

 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, outlet published almost 100 articles in which it mentions 

Faktograf.hr following narratives about alleged censorship and cover-up of the “truth” and 

Faktograf's networking with the so-called global powers that supposedly generously 

finance it, and Faktograf, in turn, implements their ideas. Some examples of such a narrative 

are: 

 

Are you really journalists (are you journalists at all?) of Faktograf? It is incomprehensible and 

rude to mislead readers. To dispute something, you have to have the arguments, but not 

those from “your sources”, since they are, just like you, babbling in the service of globalist 

political game shows and the new world order. Where the money runs the game, there are 

neither facts nor truth, even though the meanings are the same. You have been given 

homework and are well paid for it. You know, you have to have the stomach to prostitute 

yourself for the elite and against the state and the people 19. 

 

Faktograf.hr is a classic censorship whose basic organisation is financed by multi-

billionaires who seek to implement their private interests, and which enables them to more 

easily mislead the public and achieve a certain global construct. 

Unfortunately, media manipulation with articles has no limits, but it has a purpose 20. 

 

In the articles, it calls Faktograf a “criminal organisation”, “criminal scumbag association”, 

and “traitors and servants of the dictatorial regime”, and in some articles, it also uses the 

term Fuctograf. 

 

Logično.com has more than 70 thousand followers on Facebook. 

 

 
19The full text is available here. 
20The full text is available here. 

https://www.logicno.com/
https://www.logicno.com/o-nama
https://www.logicno.com/politika/petar-vidov-lazov-bez-imalo-srama-totalno-se-pogubio.html
https://www.logicno.com/politika/berlin-prvi-put-u-povijesti-homoseksualci-desni-lijevi-anarhisti-antivakseri-konacno-prepoznali-pravog-neprijatelja.html
https://www.logicno.com/politika/faktograf-izdajnici-i-sluge-diktatorskog-rezima.html
https://www.logicno.com/politika/upit-fucktografu-ima-li-kod-vas-majmunskih-boginja.html
https://www.logicno.com/politika/faktograf-izdajnici-i-sluge-diktatorskog-rezima.html
https://www.logicno.com/politika/cenzura-preko-orwellovskih-kontrolora-istine-od-faktografa-hr-raskrinkavanje-ba-do-istinomer-rs.html
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Social networks 

Attacks on Faktograf are most often carried out through personal Facebook profiles. For 

Nenad Bakić and Gordan Lauc, it is, as a rule, the primary form of communication with the 

public, and their publications serve the aforementioned media to create media content. As 

already stated, Marin Miletić also uses his Facebook page intensively, while Mislav 

Kolakušić's statements are published on the Citizens for Mislav Kolakušić Facebook page, 

which has more than 190,000 followers. The media previously mentioned also use Facebook, 

but significant use of the Telegram application is also noticeable. For example, the Epoha 

portal continuously invites its readers to follow their Telegram channel because, as they say: 

 

Follow the Epoha portal on Telegram and take a break from the single-mindedness served 

up by the controlled mainstream media. Epoha does not recognise single-mindedness and 

censorship. Everyone has the right to think for themselves and experience the world in their 

own way. We have the right to access information about the world we live in. We have a 

right to the truth. Join us in our fight for a better and fairer world! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/sudacmislavkolakusic
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There are also some similar publications by Marin Miletić, who states in one of them : 

Guys, install Telegram for FREE! And come to my channel. Only there is no censorship and I 

can tell you the truth! 

 

https://t.me/+UFPhane2uqtlNDk0 

 

https://fb.watch/iOWi72GqsU/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://t.me/+UFPhane2uqtlNDk0?fbclid=IwAR1T_Yu8jk4I-nBLwyLxIII4dR2zW8GLx5yfUF5EkdlK4_vbtQ_p_2uUxbo&h=AT13Wzs4fpOtvmo89kinmDyop7EOpokx1YtVywKad_Ha5UN3ejZDSMQkzcyj8LT1F9S3SHlbltC76aOavJE8BNLkzrjs_V1pLvWgAZ1odbBEhHxw3_iu2OWjldSFmbzuTw&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3RYftUtSbMh9nGY3uqwA_hfhfMNl6LsfLIBEFB-k1hLxs34LOymLtnZrO7_5nZuwJp2wQ35UiAVSy6uVgPgEI9peM7gzbY2LS4_E0ZcM8M8eOs5wt-RnO3hw7b1V1nPf1LQSLdwT2KkigffqjxWE8i0ZE2Dp6ztynynNueHPtTzoFVgDzkGdOZ94sNkhx7IClXouu_2atJyBdl6mXY8K31
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Mislav Kolakušić and Marin Miletić are also active on YouTube, and among the other 

channels on YouTube, we can highlight the Podcast Incubator, which has more than 250 

thousand subscribers and has on several occasions dealt with Faktograf through 

conversations with its guests, already imputing common narratives about censorship carried 

out by Faktograf on social networks, namely Facebook. For example, the two published 

videos have the titles: Robert Valdec exposes Faktograf and Marija Selak Raspudić - “This 

is the real truth about political party Možemo and Faktograf”. In the first video, the host of 

the show declares that Faktograf “lies like a dog” and that they are “experts for the truth”, 

while in the second video, he imputes Faktograf's ideological and political bias. In the show 

Podcast Incubator #865 - Ratko and Mirjana Hrga, the host explains to his guest that 

Faktograf is “a censorship media that blocks if something is not in line with their truth, then 

limits the reach or blocks the account.” 

 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@PodcastInkubator
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDtwXqhsCe0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69h-0F9wie8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69h-0F9wie8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XLk7WMtH9E
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Disinformation narratives and elements of the attacks 

As it shown in this case study, the attacks on Faktograf take place through several basic 

narratives that aim to undermine the trust of readers in the articles published by Faktograf, 

and to undermine the distinction between accurate information and disinformation: 

● Faktograf implements censorship and restricts freedom of speech, thereby causing 

immeasurable damage to society and democracy, and should be prosecuted for this. 

An integral part of this is disinformation about the nature of Meta's Third-Party Fact-

Checking Program and Faktograf’s work within it. 

● Faktograf is financed by global powers (Gates, Soros, and the like) and acts in their 

interest and ensures the expansion of their power. Additionally, it is imputed that 

Faktograf is a “corona profiteer”, i.e. that it has made money thanks to the pandemic. 

● Faktograf is ideologically and politically biased and represents extreme left-wing 

political ideas. 

● Faktograf checks the accuracy of the information in a targeted manner only in cases 

where it does not fit into the specific agenda it is implementing and ignores all 

allegedly incorrect information from scientists, experts, political parties, and the 

media close to it. 

● Faktograf is not an expert in checking the factual accuracy of information in public 

space. 

 

What is very important to emphasise is the fact that Faktograf operates completely 

transparently and complies with the codes of standards for fact-checking of the International 

Fact-Checking Network (IFCN), an international network of organisations dedicated to fact-

checking, as well as the European Fact-Checking Standards Network (EFCSN), the newly 

founded European network of fact-checking organisations. All information about the work 

of Faktograf within Meta's Third-Party Fact-Checking Program is publicly available, as well 

as all financial statements together with the list of donors. Faktograf.hr has its own Code of 

Ethics and an elaborate work methodology that strictly prohibits any political or other bias, 

and it must regularly prove all this to maintain the status of a verified signatory of the IFCN 

Code of Principles, which it has had since 2017. So, regardless of all the facts and publicly 

available information, as well as dismissed criminal charges, certain social and political 

actors continued to spread disinformation, and it is obvious that they do so with an intent to 

harm Faktograf. 

 

Derogatory names such as “Ministry of Truth”  in reference to George Orwell's novel “1984” 

or its paraphrase “Ministry of Deception” are used in the attack on Faktograf, or it is simply 

called a censor. 

 

Threats of criminal charges that could end in prison sentences (even after the State 

Attorney's Office has established that there is no basis for this) and more or less open calls 

for harassment, and even violence, are the methods of intimidation. 

 

https://faktograf.hr/o-nama/
http://www.paraf.hr/kolakusic-pokazao-put-sprema-se-masovna-tuzba-protiv-cenzora-faktografa-prijeti-im-zatvor/?fbclid=IwAR0H2DMGLkwSou5fNwjEoiJTbIbqx7SMaJq-_FHWNVuRBg7sDhXTtSHyIlU&amp=1
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A very frequent target of media articles and announcements on social networks is Faktograf's 

editor-in-chief Petar Vidov, and periodically, the deputy editor-in-chief Sanja Despot. In 

some cases, Faktograf's journalists are also targets of attacks, but less often, at least when 

we look at the actors described in this case study. The creation of the aforementioned 

narratives turns into fuel for insults, hate speech, and threats by citizens, which are then 

often spilled onto the private profiles of journalists. All fact-checks published on 

Faktograf.hr are signed with the specific name and surname of the journalist, and it is 

relatively easy for citizens to directly address journalists or share their publicly available 

information and photos along with insults and hate speech. Since mostly female journalists 

work at Faktograf, numerous insults and attacks also have a gender dimension. 

 

In her article Female journalists in the public space, Faktograf’s managing editor Ivana 

Živković described this situation and the fact that journalists are attacked - because they are 

women. Ivana Živković provides some examples, chosen among hundreds of insults and 

threats addressed to Faktograf's female journalists during 2020. 

FUCK YOU FUCKING CARICATURES, YOU ARE SPREADING FAKE NEWS THAT MASKS ARE 

NOT HARMFUL IF I SEE YOU PUT FAKE LABELS ON TRUE FACTS AGAIN, I WILL NOT BE 

THIS GENTLE ANYMORE, one reader wrote in an email entitled “Rage”, which was followed 

by three more, titled “Anger” - in which he told the journalist of Faktograf, you poor, poor 

thing, you can smoke Robert Young's dick, then “Anger” - in which he told two journalists 

of Faktograf, two rascals and moral freaks and vaccinator shit, you can kiss the ass of 

Jadranka Vrhovec, and finally, in an email entitled “Justice”, he said, “Who are you unfucked 

whores, that you smear honourable and honest people, and that you decide what is and what 

is not true?” Go, look for a dick, because you seem to be lacking it in life. You certainly don't 

have a brain when you believe that vaccines are SAFE AND EFFECTIVE. 

https://faktograf.hr/2020/09/04/novinarke-u-javnom-prostoru/
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After the article “Antivaxer fraudster Jadranka Vrhovec promotes fake medicines on 

Facebook and earns millions” was published on Faktograf, in which Faktograf exposed false 

claims that her products are the solution to numerous health problems, including those 

caused by the coronavirus, Vrhovec posted on her Facebook profile (archived here) and filed 

a lawsuit for damages 21. 

Vrhovec writes that they have no one to fight for since they are members of the gay 

population and if I'm not mistaken, they have no children, and the woman cannot make a 

child for another woman. They don't care about other people's children, they think that there 

is no need to warn about the dangers of vaccines, and they use the shabby term 'anti-vaxxer' 

for me. She also added that she wishes them, from the bottom of her heart, to change their 

sexual orientation so that they will still have their children and that they feel all the charms 

of the cocktail of vaccines that they promote. 

At the beginning of August, a reader named Stipe wrote: Dear Yugoslavian Fascists, I was 

raised in the diaspora as a conservative Croat, so I never had the opportunity to fuck Serbian 

or Yugoslav women, that's why I'm writing to you to help me. I know you are much more 

experienced in this regard. I like to fuck in the mouth and the ass. Do you have any 

 
21At the time of writing this case study, the court proceedings are still ongoing. 

https://faktograf.hr/site/2020/07/15/antivakserska-prevarantica-jadranka-vrhovec-na-facebooku-promovira-lazne-lijekove-i-zaraduje-milijune/
https://faktograf.hr/site/2020/07/15/antivakserska-prevarantica-jadranka-vrhovec-na-facebooku-promovira-lazne-lijekove-i-zaraduje-milijune/
https://archive.li/gCIbA
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Yugoslavian women in the newsroom that I could fuck? Thanks for your help! Ready for 

pussies, he said and attached a link to PornHub. 

After the text “Negative ions in the so-called The Bosnian pyramids are not being destroyed 

by the coronavirus”, a reader named Jasmin addressed Faktograf with the following words: 

Tell your journalist to fuck off from our pyramids so that we wouldn't go to demolish the lady 

in Medjugorje, so that we don’t fuck her, mother fuckers. 

There were also attempts of group harassment, which were aimed at Faktograf’s deputy 

editor: We are sending messages to this lady at 7 p.m.! She is one of those who deletes our 

posts and deletes entire profiles. Today, at 7 p.m., anyone who wants can send her 

messages, it was published in the group 'STOP MIGRANTS!', along with a photo of 

Faktograf's deputy editor and additional photos from her Facebook profile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://faktograf.hr/site/2020/07/28/negativni-ioni-u-tzv-bosanskim-piramidama-ne-unistavaju-koronavirus/
https://faktograf.hr/site/2020/07/28/negativni-ioni-u-tzv-bosanskim-piramidama-ne-unistavaju-koronavirus/
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Conclusion 

This case study about Faktograf.hr clearly shows the ways in which fact-checking 

organisations and media are exposed to attacks by political and other actors. Techniques, 

tactics and channels of the attacks, as well as disinformation campaigns experienced by 

Faktograf through the COVID-19 pandemic, are a reality for numerous organisations across 

Europe, as shown by the research “Harassment of Fact-checking Media Outlets in Europe”, 

which Faktograf conducted in collaboration with Tijana Cvijetićanin. 

 

The fact-checking community is aware of this situation. In 2021, announcing that it was 

forming a task force to address harassment of fact-checking organisations, IFCN reported 

that during 2020 “more than 30 organisations reported some form of harassment and/or 

threats from political actors or institutions, from publishers and/or from users on platforms 

whose posts are rated as incorrect, and within the framework of cooperation with platforms, 

especially Facebook.” A year later, the newly established European Network (EFCSN) 

included in its Code of Standards as a specific provision the recommendation that fact-

checking organisations “put in place measures aimed at reducing the risk of trauma or 

harassment experienced by staff as a result of fact-checking newsroom activities, including, 

but not limited to providing training to prevent and identify symptoms.” 

 

Fact-checking organisations and their journalists are often on the front line of the fight 

against disinformation, and the disinformation they expose is often accompanied by hate 

speech and anti-democratic and extreme ideologies. As stated in the conclusion of the 

aforementioned research, relevant stakeholders do not sufficiently recognise the exposure 

of fact-checking organisations to attacks arising from their work. Online platforms have long 

ignored the problems associated with disinformation, and most of them still do, which has 

opened up space for various actors to monetise disinformation, use hate speech, and 

conduct disinformation campaigns. In such an environment, fact-checking organisations, 

especially when working with very large online platforms, are recognised as almost the only 

obstacle to monetising disinformation or using it to mobilise support for political causes. This 

exposes them to particularly severe attacks aimed at discouraging and intimidating them 

and, in the long term, undermining trust and integrity in verified and accurate information. 

 

We hope that the investigative research work in the scope of the project “Decoding 

Disinformation Playbook of European Populists” will contribute to raising awareness of the 

severity of the problem of attacks on journalists in fact-checking organisations, both among 

decision-makers and among responsible persons in tech-platforms, considering that 

partnership and cooperation with platforms to suppress disinformation, is one of the key 

triggers of attacks. Harassment and attacks on fact-checking organisations and journalists 

should be recognised as a systemic problem, with full awareness that the intent of the 

attacks is to discredit both individual fact-checking media and overall societal efforts 

against disinformation. In this sense, the research itself brings a series of recommendations 

for the actions of various stakeholders in order to approach attacks on fact-checking 
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organisations and media in a systematic way, and thus further strengthen their work to 

suppress disinformation as one of the fundamental threats to democracy and human rights. 

 


